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Kathleen L. Craft 

ABSTRACT 

Evidence of hydrothermal and tectonic activity is found throughout our solar 

system.  Here I investigated hydrothermal and fracturing processes on three planetary 

bodies: Earth, Mars and Europa.  For the first project, we set up a dike-driven 

hydrothermal system and calculated heat and water flow using boundary layer theory.  

Water flow rates and volumes were then compared to the requirements for surface feature 

formation. Results found that the water volumes produced were adequate to form 

Athabasca Valles, except the flow rates were low.  Episodic flood releases could enable 

the higher flow rates if water was first collected in aquifers, possibly stored beneath ice.  

On the icy moon Europa, I modeled a proposed sill emplacement mechanism using a 

finite element code and found that water could flow up through an approximately 10 km 

thick ice shell without freezing.  The analysis also found that shallow cracks in the ice 

combined with deep cracks cause a stress direction change that helps the fracture turn and 

propagate more horizontally.  However, the sill lifetime is less than the time a study by 

Dombard et al. [2013] calculated to be necessary for the formation of flexure fractures 

along margins of double ridges.  Replenishment processes will be explored in future work 

to help extend sill lifetime. The last investigation calculated dike induced permeability 

changes in the crust on Earth and Mars and related the changes to water and heat flow 

rates and water volumes.  Comparisons were made to event plume heat and elevated fluid 



temperatures observed at mid-ocean ridges.  Heat values determined by the models 

agreed well with the 1014 to 1017 J expected.  For the Martian model, water flow rates and 

volumes were compared to formation requirements for the valley system Athabasca 

Valles.  Results found that flow rates would be adequate in the high permeability damage 

zone adjacent to the dike.  However, the lowered permeability outside the damage zone 

would restrict replenishment flow and could cause the need for water storage and 

periodic release between flood events as the volume within the damage zone is not 

adequate for the valley formation.  
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1 Introduction 

This work seeks to explore hydrothermal and fracturing processes on planetary bodies.  

We begin by investigating possible hydrothermal activity on Mars motivated by evidence 

observed by rovers and orbiting spectrometers that suggested hydrothermal deposits including 

hydrated silicate deposits existed on the surface [Murchie et al., 2007; 2009; Bibring et al., 

2004].  Also, surface feature morphologies indicate volcanic and fluvial processes had been part 

of the their formation processes, possibly in the geologically recent past.  Drawing from 

experience modeling terrestrial mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal circulation, we apply boundary 

layer calculations to determine if hydrothermal activity driven by dike intrusions could provide 

the volume of water, at the rates needed to form surface morphology.  In particular, we compare 

our results to the flood feature Athabasca Valles. We also calculate ice melt and vapor phase 

transition to determine the effect on flow rates and volume produced.  

Another planetary body, Europa, which also exhibits many different types of features on 

its surface, drew our interest. Recent work by Dombard et al. [2013] suggested the need for a 

shallow water sill to exist beneath the icy surface at about 1 km depth to enable flexure observed 

at some double ridges.  Shallow water bodies on Europa have astrobiological implications in that 

the water could be a location for life and may be accessible for exploration.  Our investigation 

seeks to find a feasible method for fracturing within the shell and driving ocean water from the 

base of the ice shell up to a shallow depth.  Then, through application of a finite element 

program, we explore the ability to initialize and propagate a horizontal fracture through the 

application of: shallow and deep cracks, material layering and lateral stress gradients. The 

lifetime of a shallow water sill was also calculated and considered in relation to the models by 

Dombard et al. [2013] for formation of the double ridge flanking fractures.   
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The last project combines the investigation tactics applied in the first two projects: 

hydrothermal modeling and fracture mechanics to consider how the emplacement process of a 

dike intrusion would occur and effect the surrounding stress field and permeability on Earth and 

Mars.  Changes in permeability relate to changes in fluid flow rates and volumes through the 

boundary layer calculations. Results are used to determine if water and heat flows are adequate 

for terrestrial event plumes observed at mid-ocean ridges, where sudden and high temperature 

flows occur. Investigations for Martian diking events apply resulting permeability changes to 

fluid flow evaluations and relate volume and flow rate results to formation requirements for the 

flood feature Athabasca Valles.  We also compare stress levels in the crust to those calculated by 

a previous study by Hanna and Phillips [2006] that suggested pressurization of a subsurface 

aquifer could supply floods for surface morphology formation.  
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2 Boundary Layer Models of Hydrothermal Circulation on Mars and its 
Relationship to Geomorphic Features 

Craft, K. L., and R. P. Lowell (2012), Boundary layer models of hydrothermal circulation on 
Mars and its relationship to geomorphic features, J. Geophys. Res., 117, E05006, 
doi:10.1029/2012JE004049. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2012JE004049/abstract 



Boundary layer models of hydrothermal circulation
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Kathleen L. Craft1 and Robert P. Lowell1
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[1] We apply steady state boundary layer theory to single phase, dike-driven hydrothermal
systems beneath the surface of Mars to provide estimates of the heat and liquid water outputs
over a range of crustal permeabilities and dike dimensions. Model results yielded a heat
output of !1.8 " 1019 J/yr and a volumetric fluid flow rate of !15 km3/yr for a 1000 km
long, 1 km tall dike-like intrusion injected into crust with a permeability of 10#11 m2. A
similar, 10 km tall dike could generate a heat output of!5.6" 1019 J/yr and!46 km3/yr of
fluid flow. For dike half-widths of 10 and 100 m, total volume production of fluid
ranged between !45 and !13,800 km3 along one side of the dike over the
respective 3 and 300 year half-dike lifetimes. The calculated fluid flow rates are much
less than those estimated for production of the outflow channel system, Athabasca
Valles; yet, the total fluid volume produced is of the required magnitude. If fluid could
be stored in a near surface reservoir until later episodic release(s), the water volume
supplied by one side of a single, 100 m half-width, 200 km long, and 10 km tall dike
emplaced into a region with permeability equal to 10#11 m2 could form the outflow
channel. Hydrothermally generated meltwater from an overlying, near surface ice layer
was found to contribute significantly to the fluid flow volume for this system.

Citation: Craft, K. L., and R. P. Lowell (2012), Boundary layer models of hydrothermal circulation on Mars and its relationship
to geomorphic features, J. Geophys. Res., 117, E05006, doi:10.1029/2012JE004049.

1. Introduction

[2] Hydrothermal systems exist at many locations in the
Earth where heat sources drive fluid circulation [e.g., Lowell,
1991; Lowell and Rona, 2004]. Analogous systems are
likely to exist, or have previously existed on other planetary
bodies where environmental conditions allow for fluid sta-
bility near the surface for some part of the planet’s history
and where volcanism, impacts, and/or tidal stresses generate
large thermal gradients that drive fluid flow. Hydrothermal
systems could contribute to a planet’s heat transfer as they
do on Earth. Elderfield and Schultz [1996] estimate that
about 25% of the total global heat flux occurs from hydro-
thermal flow in oceanic crust younger than !65 Ma; how-
ever, hydrothermal systems contribute only a small fraction
of the heat loss from continental crust. Moreover, they could
serve as energy resources and as agents for geochemical
cycling and ore formation [e.g., Edmond et al., 1979;
Hedenquist and Lowenstern, 1994; Hannington et al., 1995].
Because hydrothermal systems have been linked to the origin
of life on Earth [e.g., Baross and Hoffman, 1985], they may

provide clues to the existence of life elsewhere in the solar
system. It is therefore of critical scientific importance to
understand hydrothermal processes on planetary bodies.
[3] As evidenced by fluvial features associated with vol-

canic activity and hydrothermal deposits, hydrothermal
systems have existed on Mars from the Noachian period
(!3.5 billon years ago) to geologically recent years. During
the Noachian period the atmosphere might have been denser
[e.g., Pollack et al., 1987; Jakosky and Phillips, 2001] and
rainfall may have been a major formation mechanism for
surface features [Craddock and Maxwell, 1993; Gulick,
1998; Baker et al., 1991]. However, there is evidence that
certain surface features on Mars, including many of the
outflow channels, formed more recently than the Noachian
period in a climate where rainfall was not and currently is
not possible [Mouginis-Mark, 1990; Baker, 2001; Hamilton
et al., 2011]. Also, many small valleys are found grouped
together as opposed to spread more evenly across the terrain,
indicating formation by groundwater outflow rather than
rainfall [Gulick and Baker, 1993; Gulick, 1993, 1998; Gulick
et al., 1997]. Additionally, the valleys exhibit sapping as
opposed to runoff morphology [Baker et al., 1992].
[4] Fluvial features indicating hydrothermal formation

include valleys and outflow channels. Brakenridge et al.
[1985] hypothesized that certain small valleys resulted from
impact melting of ground ice and subsequent fluid flow.
Most outflow channels are located near volcanic features. For
example, the Athabasca Valles channels originate at a fissure
within Cerberus Fossae, a series of fissures believed to have
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formed from dike emplacement [Burr et al., 2002a; Head
et al., 2003] driven by flexural loading in the Tharsis
and Elysium Mons regions [Hall et al., 1986; Hanna and
Phillips, 2006].
[5] Deposits suggesting hydrothermal origin have been

observed by the Mars rovers and orbiters. Hydrated sili-
cate deposits, including phylosillicates, have been observed
within craters by the spectrometers CRISM (Compact Recon-
naissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars) [Murchie et al.,
2007, 2009] and OMEGA (Observatoire pour la Miner-
alogie, L’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activitié) [Bibring et al., 2004]
and also confirmed by TES (Thermal Emission Spectrometer)
[Christensen et al., 2001] and THEMIS (Thermal Emission
Imaging System) [Christensen et al., 2004] readings. Marzo
et al. [2010] suggests the hydrated silicate deposits resulted
from hydrothermal activity associated with the crater
forming impact processes rather than exposure of earlier
formed deposits. Hydrated silicates are also observed in
areas containing geomorphic features consistent with
hydrothermal activity [Marzo et al., 2010]. Ehlmann et al.
[2009] also find evidence for mineral phases and assem-
blages indicative of possible hydrothermal activity in cra-
tered terrains using CRISM and OMEGA data. On Mars,
clay minerals are observed to be widespread on Noachian
terrain and Ehlmann et al. [2011] assert that the minerals and
the relative ages and stratigraphic relationships of the clay
deposits indicate formation by subsurface hydrothermal
activity. Also, Squyres et al. [2008], Yen et al. [2008] and
Schmidt et al. [2008] suggest hydrothermal activity in Gusev
Crater based on halogens and silicates analyzed by the
Spirit rover.
[6] While it is unlikely water or ice exists in the near

subsurface globally on Mars, certain areas may contain siz-
able quantities as suggested by observations from multiple
orbiting instruments. For example, Watters et al. [2007]
analyzed data from the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsur-
face and Ionospheric Sounding (MARSIS) instrument that
indicates a possible ice rich area within the equatorial
Medusae Fossae Formation. Also, a study of High Resolu-
tion Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE), Context Cam-
era (CTX), and Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) images by
Hamilton et al. [2011] of cratered cones and pitted terrains
in the western Tartarus Colles region (25$N–27$N, 170$E–
171$E) suggests the features formed as a result of lava-
ground ice interactions. Seibert and Kargel [2001] suggest
ice wedge activity from observations of contraction-crack
polygon features. SHARAD data indicates ice rich units
(abundant reflections) dated late Amazonian in latitudes
40–50$N [Stillman and Grimm, 2011]. In other regions,
SHARAD imaging fails to detect water and ice, although
Stillman and Grimm [2011] state that water alteration and/
or absorption may cause signal scattering and attenuation that
prevents detection. Plaut et al. [2007] describe ice rich
deposits detected by the MARSIS instrument in the south
polar regions. Using the HiRISE, McEwen et al. [2011]
observed dark lineae that lengthen in the warm seasons
and recede in cold ones. They suggest the lineae may
indicate liquid brines near the surface. Recent impacts and
volcanism may have interacted with the subsurface ice/
water and enabled hydrothermal activity under current
environmental conditions [e.g., Hamilton et al., 2011].
Hydrothermal systems, therefore, are a plausible formation

mechanism for past and certain recent fluvial features
since water can only exist for a short period at the surface
and rain is not possible currently.
[7] Quantitative analyses have been performed previously

on various types of Martian hydrothermal systems. For
example, Gulick [1998] and Harrison and Grimm [2002]
modeled hydrothermal systems driven by magmatic intru-
sions. Rathbun and Squyres [2002], Abramov and Kring
[2005] and Barnhart et al. [2010] investigated impact
driven systems, and Squyres et al. [1987] and Ogawa et al.
[2003] discussed the role of sills and lava flows as a mech-
anism for melting permafrost. Our analyses of hydrothermal
systems on Mars consider a system similar to Gulick [1998]
and Harrison and Grimm [2002] consisting of a subsurface
magma intrusion emplaced in a water saturated porous
medium (Figure 1). Gulick’s [1998] results predict that large
temperature gradients exist within less than 100 m of the
intrusion, suggesting that fluid behavior close to the cham-
ber may dominate the mass and heat transfer regime.
Harrison and Grimm [2002] focus on somewhat more sill-
like geometries.
[8] To complement the models of Gulick [1998] and

Harrison and Grimm [2002], we focus on hydrothermal flow
driven by igneous dike intrusions. In this setting, hydrother-
mal systems tend to be relatively short-lived as a result of the
relatively small thickness to height ratio of the intrusion, but
the heat and fluid fluxes may be substantial because of the
sharp thermal gradients that occur near the dike boundary.
Hydrothermal circulation near a dike represents a funda-
mental end-member case of a magma-driven hydrothermal
process that has received relatively little attention.
[9] To capture the fluid flow and heat transfer behavior

near the dike wall, we employ a steady state boundary layer
theory approach. Because the boundary thins as the perme-
ability increases, the analytical solution provides high spatial
resolution results for the temperature and velocity distribu-
tions close to the dike wall, especially in high-permeability
settings that may be difficult to address numerically. Addi-
tionally, the boundary layer method provides a clear under-
standing of the fundamental physics and provides parametric
relationships that can be used to verify numerical simula-
tions. The steady state boundary layer methodology also
provides an upper limit estimate to the heat and fluid output,
while enabling relatively simple parametric quantification
of hydrothermal heat and mass transfer for a broad range of
possible Martian crustal permeabilities. By focusing on heat
and mass transfer in the narrow boundary layer adjacent to
the intrusion at early times where these processes are maxi-
mal, the boundary layer approach complements the model of
Gulick [1998] as well as the work of McKenzie and Nimmo
[1999] who considered heat transfer from a conductively
cooling dike and that of Hanna and Phillips [2006] who
modeled rapid egress of fluid near a dike as a result of dike
generated stresses. Note that in the analyses below, we only
consider flow along one side of the dike, and hence consider
the half-width of the dike as the heat source. Fluid flow
volumes are double what we calculate below. Because per-
meability, which may vary over several orders of magnitude,
is the main controlling parameter in our analyses, however,
we neglect the factor of two in the estimated flow rates.
[10] Additionally, we explore the effects of two-phase

flow and the volume of fluid produced by melting a layer of
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ice overlying a dike-driven hydrothermal system. A layer of
ice or permafrost located above the hydrothermal system
would slowly melt as the circulating hydrothermal fluid
transfers heat to the ice above. The fluid produced by melt-
ing the ice layer could contribute a significant amount to the
volume reaching the surface and forming morphology there.
Finally, we then compare our results to previous models and
discuss the feasibility for a hydrothermal system to form the
Athabasca Valles fluvial features on Mars.

2. Hydrothermal Circulation

2.1. Model Set-up
[11] The mathematical simplification that results from

applying boundary layer theory provides considerable insight
into hydrothermal system behavior without performing
complicated numerical calculations. Figure 1 depicts the two-
dimensional model and boundary conditions for a hydro-
thermal system on Mars near a hot vertical wall representing
the boundary of a magmatic dike-like intrusion, and cartoons
of the resulting circulation and thermal boundary layer.
Horizontal position within the model is denoted by x, and
vertical position is given by y. The vertical, impermeable,
heated wall is set at a constant temperature, Tw, and conducts
heat through to the adjacent fluid saturated medium that is
initially at 4!C. Tw is set to 600!C to simulate the estimated
temperature of the crust directly adjacent to the hot magma
intrusion ("1200!C) [Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959]. Other
parameters noted in Figure 1 include Martian gravity, g, and
the horizontal and vertical fluid velocities infinitely far from
the heated wall, u! and v! respectfully, which are set to zero.
Additionally, there is no heat or fluid flow across the bottom
horizontal boundary. Definition of variables and parameters
used are given in Table 1.

2.2. Boundary Layer Theory
[12] To analyze the hydrothermal system, we applied the

boundary layer theory as described by Cheng and
Minkowycz [1977] and Bejan [1995]. Boundary layer the-
ory assumes that convection is vigorous and occurs within a
thin layer adjacent to the hot wall. In this way, boundary
layer theory provides a good approximation for convection
near the sides of a magmatic intrusion, especially in the early
stages after convection stabilizes. Because the theory
assumes a steady state, it provides an upper estimate to the
convective heat and mass flux near the intrusion. This theory
was chosen, in part, after reviewing results obtained by
Gulick [1998] for hydrothermal circulation near the wall of a
cooling intrusion that showed the majority of temperature
change occurred within a relatively narrow region near the
intrusion boundary [see Gulick, 1998, Figure 5].
[13] As heat is transferred by conduction from the hot wall

to the adjacent fluid, its density decreases and the resulting
buoyancy drives the hot fluid upward; conservation of mass
requires that cooler water further from the wall moves
toward the wall to replace the hot fluid. The cooler water is
then heated such that for the system with a fixed wall tem-
perature, steady state circulation occurs. The change in
velocity and temperature across the boundary layer thickness
are shown schematically in Figure 1 by the profiles drawn in
purple (velocity) and orange (temperature). An assumption
made in the boundary layer model is that outside of the
boundary layer there is little change in temperature and
velocity from the initial values.
[14] For a two-dimensional system, the governing, non-

linear partial differential equations that describe a hydro-
thermal system include conservation of mass:

"u
"x

# "v
"y

$ 0 %1&

Figure 1. Steady state boundary layer model of magma-driven hydrothermal circulation on Mars. Con-
stant temperature wall transfers heat to adjacent, fluid filled, porous medium and induces circulation. A
boundary layer forms next to the hot wall. The change in velocity and temperature across the boundary
layer thickness are shown by the profiles drawn in purple (velocity) and orange (temperature). Symbols
are defined in Table 1.
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Darcy’s law (conservation of momentum):

u % #K=m& ' "P
"x

&2'

v % #K=m& ' "P
"y

( rf g
! "

&3'

conservation of energy:

cp;f rf vD:rT % lr2T &4'

and temperature dependent density:

rf % r# 1# af T # T#& '
# $

&5'

[Bejan, 1995; Cheng and Minkowycz, 1977]. The variables
are defined as: u, v: horizontal and vertical Darcian veloci-
ties of the fluid, respectively; x, y: horizontal and vertical
position, respectively; cp,f: specific heat of fluid; g: gravity;
K: permeability; lm: thermal conductivity of rock-fluid

mixture; P: pressure; vD: the Darcian velocity vector; T:
temperature; T#: temperature infinitely far from hot wall; af:
thermal expansion coefficient of water; m: fluid dynamic
viscosity; rf: fluid density; r#: density infinitely far from hot
wall. Variables and their definition are located in Table 1.
[15] We do not consider a temperature gradient with depth

for T#, as the estimated Martian gradient of !10$C/km
would give about a 130$C increase for the deepest system
we consider at !13 km. This temperature change makes
little difference in our results because it affects the Rayleigh
number by only 20%, whereas permeability ranges over six
orders of magnitude (K = 10#14 to 10#8 m2). The perme-
ability of the Martian crust is not known and likely exhibits
spatial variability. Basaltic ocean crust permeability may be
as high as !10#9 m2 (Fisher, 1998) and similar estimates
have been obtained for lava flow regions in the Oregon and
California Cascades [Manga, 2004; Saar and Manga, 2004],
which may be close to that expected at Cerebus Fossae. We
extend the range slightly to 10#8 m2 to take into account the
crust of Mars has likely been fractured by multiple meteorite
impacts. As discussed in Gudmundsson [2001], the damage

Table 1. Definition of Variables for Hydrothermal Circulation Analyses

Symbol Definition Value Units

a Effective thermal diffusivity of rock-fluid mixture Equation (11) m2s#1

cp,f Specific heat of the fluid 4.18 kJ (kg$C)#1

cp,r Specific heat of the rock 0.84 kJ (kg$C)#1

d Dike half-width Varies m
f Similarity variable for velocities Equation (9) unitless
g Martian gravitational acceleration 3.72 ms#1

H Dike height 1 or 10 km
K Permeability 10#14 to 10#8 m2

Nu Nusselt number !Ra1/2 unitless
P Pressure acting on fluid Varies MPa
Qbl Heat flow per length across boundary layer Equation (18) J/km/yr
qb Heat flow per length along base of model area 0 J/km/yr
Ray Rayleigh number Equation (12) unitless
Tw Temperature of heated wall 600 $C
T0 Initial temperature of heated wall at emplacement 1200 $C
T# Temperature at infinite distance from heated wall 4 $C
!T" Average temperature across boundary layer thickness 125 $C
tf Fluid travel time from bottom to top of dike Varies yr
u Horizontal velocity Varies ms#1

u# Horizontal velocity at infinite distance from heated wall 0 ms#1

v Vertical velocity Equation (15) ms#1

vD Darcian velocity vector Varies ms#1

v# Vertical velocity at infinite distance from heated wall 0 ms#1

!v" Average Vertical velocity across boundary layer thickness Varies ms#1

x Horizontal position Varies m
y Vertical position 0 to 10,000 m
yv Vertical position above the critical depth for vapor/liquid Varies m
af Thermal expansion coefficient of water for high temperatures 10#3 $C#1

g Value such that heat flux is conserved across the vapor-water interface 1 unitless
d Boundary layer thickness Equation (17) m
dv Thickness of vapor boundary layer Equation (21) m
h Similarity variable for position Varies unitless
hd Position value at edge of boundary layer 6.6 unitless
lm Thermal conductivity of rock-fluid mixture 2.6 J (sm$C)#1

q Similarity variable for temperature Equation (10) unitless
m Dynamic viscosity of the fluid for high temperatures 10#4 kg (m s)#1

x Dynamic viscosity of steam 2.1 " 10#5 kg (m s)#1

r# Density of the fluid at infinite distance from heated wall 1000 kg m#3

rf Density of the fluid Equation (5) kg m#3

rv Density of the vapor 715 kg m#3

t Conductive time scale Varies yr
Fvol Fluid volume flow rate per length Equation (19) m3(m yr)#1

y Stream function Varies m2s#1
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zones surrounding fractures, such as those formed by dike
intrusions or meteorite impacts, increase the permeability
above that typically expected at depth. To set a lower limit,
we take into account permeability estimates for 2A basalt
layers at terrestrial mid-ocean ridges from measurements in
ophiolites that are on the order of 10#12 to 10#10 m2 [Nehlig
and Juteau, 1988; van Everdingen, 1995]. Also, observa-
tional studies of the Endeavor segment of the Juan de Fuca
Ridge by Wilcock and McNabb [1996] estimate perme-
abilities on the order of 10#13 to 10#12 m2. We consider
these estimates and assume a lower limit crustal permeability
on Mars of 10#14 m2, because for the geometries considered,
boundary layer theory is not applicable for lower perme-
abilities. Other Martian hydrothermal system studies have
considered similar permeabilities [e.g., Barnhart et al.,
2010; Harrison and Grimm, 2002].
[16] Boundary conditions are then set for the system:

u % 0; T % Tw at x % 0
v % 0; T % T# at x % # &6'

To solve the equations, we wrote the velocity components in
terms of the stream function, y :

u % # "y
"y

v % "y
"x

&7'

As described in Bejan [1995] and Cheng and Minkowycz
[1977], we then converted equations (1) through (7) to a
set of ordinary differential equations using the similarity
variable, h:

h % Ra1=2y x=y& ' &8'

and dimensionless parameters:

f h& ' % y

aRa1=2y

&9'

q h& ' % T # T#& '
Tw # T#& ' &10'

where

a % lm

r#cp;f
&11'

is the effective thermal diffusivity and Ray is the Rayleigh
number for flow within a porous medium as defined by [e.g.,
Bejan, 1995]:

Ray %
r#gaf K Tw # T#& 'y

ma
&12'

The dimensionless parameters, h, f(h) and q(h), are substi-
tuted into the governing equations and result in two ordinary
differential equations:

f !( q" % 0 &13'

q!# 1
2
f q" ( % 0 &14'

Through differentiation, integration, the application of the
boundary conditions and the u-substitution method (as
described in Craft [2008]), we solve the equations and
determine the vertical velocity and temperature values as
functions of the parameter f"(h), which is equal to the
dimensionless temperature q(h):

v % r#gaf Tw # T#& 'K=m
# $

f " h& ' &15'

T % f " h& ' Tw # T#& ' ( T# &16'

Figure 2 depicts the solution for f"(h) as a function of h.
Since vertical velocity and temperature are directly related to
f "(h), Figure 2 also describes the T and v profiles within the
boundary layer.
[17] Equation (12) provides an important relationship of

the boundary layer thickness, d, to Ray. First, we assume that
the boundary layer edge occurs where q(h) = 0.01, which
means that the temperature is almost equal to that of the
initial temperature far from the wall, T#. The value of h at
q(h) = f "(h) = 0.01 is denoted as hd and rearranging equation
(8) the relationship is expressed as:

d % x % hdy
Ray1=2

&17'

Thus, d ! yRay
#1/2, and the Nusselt number Nu, a dimen-

sionless number that describes the advective heat flux, scales
as Nu ! y/d ! Ray

1/2 [Bejan, 1995]. From results shown in
Figure 2, hd = 6.6. Using this value for hd in equation (17),
boundary layer thicknesses were calculated for the range of
permeabilities from 10#14 to 10#8 m2.
[18] An inherent assumption of the boundary layer theory

is that the boundary layer thickness, d, is much less than the
height of the wall that represents the magma intrusion height,
H. Typically the ratio, d/H, at which the boundary layer
theory is considered applicable, is around 0.1. Our analysis
sets the acceptable ratio at 0.2 or less in order to provide
estimates for a wider range of hydrothermal systems,
although more exact analyses may be required to verify the
boundary layer results for systems with d/H ratios above 0.1.
[19] The boundary layer theory also assumes the system

has reached a steady state. If one considers the development
of fluid flow following rapid dike emplacement and one
further assumes that the dike wall temperature is constant,
two independent time scales emerge that place constraints on
the applicability of the model. Rather than calculate these
time scales exactly, we use a scale analysis approach. The
time for steady state flow to establish, ts, will be !ts = H/v,
which is the time required for fluid to move from the base of
the hot wall to the surface. The assumption of constant wall
temperature means that the time frame for steady state flow
should be less than the time, t, it would take for the dike to
cool by conduction across through the intrusion’s width.
The conductive time scale is t ! d2/a, where d is the dike
half-width and a is the thermal diffusivity. For conductive
cooling of a vertical slab emplaced at temperature T0 in an
infinite medium at temperature T#, the wall temperature
instantly falls to the mean temperature (T0 + T#)/2, and
remains there until t $ 1 [Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959].
Hence, the assumption of a constant wall temperature over
the conductive time scale seems reasonable.
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[20] In this paper, we consider 1 km and 10 km tall dikes,
which for typical crack aspect ratios of 10#2 to 10#3

[Pollard, 1987; L. N. Germanovich, personal communica-
tion, 2010] suggest maximum dike widths on the order of 10
and 100 m, respectively. In this study, we model one half of
the dike and adjacent water saturated crust with 10 and 100 m
dike half-widths. For thermal diffusivity equal to 10#6 m2/s,

t ! 3 years and !300 years, respectively, for the assumed
dike half-widths. We also consider a group of ten, 10 m half-
width, 1 km tall dikes labeled as a 1 km tall, 100 m half-
width dike system. The time for a dike system to reach
steady state was then compared to the lifetimes to deter-
mine if steady state could be reached within the dike’s
lifetime for the different permeabilities. Combining results

Figure 2. Similarity solution for f "(h) as a function of h. The solution indicates the shape of the temper-
ature and vertical velocity profiles within the boundary layer is shown, where distance from the hot wall
increases as h increases.

Figure 3. Determination of the permeabilities where boundary layer theory is applicable: The green bars
indicate dike heights, half-widths and permeabilities where a system reaches a steady state before the heat
from the magma intrusion conducts through the entire dike half-width. Blue shaded boxes indicate system
permeabilities where boundary layer thickness is % 0.2 of dike height. Two dike half-widths of 10 m or
100 m are considered for each dike height (1 km or 10 km). The 1 km tall, 100 m half-width represents
a group of ten, 1 km tall, 10 m half-width dikes. We analyzed the systems that pass both the steady state
and boundary layer tests, i.e., where the green and blue bars overlap.
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from the d/H criterion with the criterion for reaching
a steady state ts/t < 1, we determined what permeabilities
between 10#8 to 10#14 m2 were appropriate in the con-
text of the boundary layer theory. Results are shown in
Figure 3.
[21] Temperatures and velocities were then calculated

using equations (15) and (16). Next, we solved for total
energy transport and fluid flux over the same range of per-
meabilities for a 1 km or 10 km tall magma intrusion. Energy
transport was calculated by integrating the advective heat
flux rf cp, fv(x)T(x) across the width of the boundary layer, as
shown in equation (18):

Qbl %
Zd

0

rf vTcf dx &18'

where v and T are given by equations (15) and (16),
respectively, and d is given by equation (17).
[22] Volume flow rate per unit length of dike, FVol, was

then calculated using equation (19):

FVol %
Zd

0

vdx &19'

3. Results

3.1. Heat and Volume Flow Rates
[23] Boundary layer thicknesses were calculated using

equation (17) for permeabilities between 10#14 to 10#8 m2

and those having a d/H ratio % 0.2 are reported in Figure 4.
As Figure 4 shows, boundary layer thickness, d, is propor-
tional to K#1/2 as given by equations (12) and (17). Heat and
fluid mass flow rates per unit length of the dike were then
calculated for systems where boundary layer theory is
applicable for magma intrusion heights of 1 km or 10 km.
Mass flow was then converted to volume flow by dividing
by the density. Although the fluid properties af and m vary
with temperature, they are assumed to be constant in this
model. af increases and m decreases about an order of
magnitude each over the temperature range within the
boundary layer; however, the mass and heat flow results
obtained over the range of permeabilities include the effects
of varying af and m with temperature, at least in an average
sense. We therefore apply the high temperature values of af
and m to calculate heat and fluid volume flow rates per
length, recognizing that the results represent an upper esti-
mate at a given permeability. Results are shown in
Figures 5a and 5b. From these figures, one can note the
apparent dependence of both heat and volume flow rates on
permeability. Also, the relationship between volumetric flow
rates per unit length of dike and parameters such as fluid
temperature and crustal permeability can be found by
replacing v in equation (19) with equation (15):

FVol %
Zd

0

r#gaf Tw # T#& 'K=m
# $

f " h& 'dx &20'

which shows that FVol ! Ra1/2.

Figure 4. Boundary layer thicknesses for 1 and 10 km tall dikes where d/D % 0.2. The permeability range
covers reasonable values for estimated terrestrial crust (K ! 10#9 m2) and increased permeability due to
impact fracturing (K % 10#8 m2) and for terrestrial mid-ocean ridge estimates and boundary layer theory
applicability (K ! 10#14 m2).
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[24] Dike length can be multiplied by equation (20) to
find volume flow rate along the dike and the dike’s width
determines the lifetime of the system and therefore the
total volume output. On Mars, the dike swarms that have
been identified with some certainty have lengths up to
>3000 km [Ernst et al., 2001]. Figures 5a and 5b show
that a 1000 km long, 1 km tall and 10 m half-width
magma intrusion injected into a permeable crust of 10#11 m2

would produce !1.8 " 1019 J/yr of heat and a volumetric
flow of !15 km3/yr. A 1000 km long, 10 km tall and 100 m
half-width magma intrusion injected into a highly permeable
crust of K = 10#11 m2 would produce about 5.6" 1019 J/yr of
heat and a corresponding volumetric flow of !46 km3/yr of
fluid volume. At these fluid flow rates, total fluid volume
production ranges between 45 and 13,800 km3 over the 3 to
300 yearlong dike lifetimes that correspond to dikes between
10 and 100 m half-widths, respectively. The flow volume
would be doubled considering the opposite side of the dike
also produces an equal volume. The limit on the total volume
of flow that results from circulation near the dike is con-
trolled by the conductive lifetime of the dike derived from
scale analysis in section 2.2. While additional fluid flow
would occur after the dike has cooled beyond this time, our

model does not take this into consideration because the vol-
ume of fluid would be small compared to that generated
during the time when boundary layer theory is applicable.

3.2. Two-Phase Boundary Layer
[25] The boundary layer model invokes certain assump-

tions including that the system exists at steady state. There-
fore, the decline in heat supplied by the magma intrusion as
it cools over time is not considered, nor is the time required
for the system to reach steady state. As a result, assuming
steady state flow near an isothermal high-temperature wall
overestimates the mass and heat fluxes. Another assumption
inherent in boundary layer theory is that the fluid remains in
the liquid phase. The critical pressure of 221 bars for pure
water is reached at a depth of about 2 km beneath the Mar-
tian surface assuming an overlying layer of fractured basalt
with a density around 2.8 kg/m3 and fluid temperatures of
4$C or higher. As long as the dike exists below this depth,
the adjacent fluid will always be in either the liquid or
supercritical phase. However, if a portion of the dike is
above the critical depth there will be a layer of vapor
next to the hot dike. The enhanced heat transport result-
ing from boiling and transport of high enthalpy vapor

Figure 5. (a) Heat out per km and (b) volume flow rate out per km for 1 km and 10 km tall dikes with
10 m or 100 m half-widths over a range of Martian crustal permeabilities. The 1 km tall, 100 m half-
width dike represents a group of ten 1 km tall, 10 m half-width dikes. Results are shown for permeabil-
ities within the evaluated range, where boundary layer theory is applicable and where a steady state is
reached in the system before the conduction lifetime limit of the dike(s) expires.
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may be important during the early phase of hydrothermal
circulation before the magma body has cooled significantly.
Moreover, evidence suggests the groundwater on Mars is
likely to be saline [Grotzinger et al., 2005; Bridges and
Grady, 2000] and two-phase flow in a saline fluid may
affect the dynamics of heat and mass transport [e.g., Lewis
and Lowell, 2009a, 2009b; Coumou et al., 2009].
[26] The thickness of a vapor layer can be estimated by

applying a local similarity approach, defined by Parmentier
[1979] as:

dv % 2g
xayv
Kgrv

! "
&21'

where dv is the layer thickness of the vapor, x is the dynamic
viscosity of steam, gv is the height above the critical depth
for liquid/vapor water, rv is the density of the vapor, and g is
a value such that heat flux is conserved across the vapor-
water interface. In this model g $ 1 [Parmentier, 1979]. In
applying equation (21) for permeabilities where boundary
layer is applicable, a dike that reaches a depth of 1 km below
the surface (i.e., has 1 km of dike above the critical pressure
depth) will have a vapor layer thickness at the top of the dike
of about 7 m for K = 10#11 m2 and 0.2 m for K = 10#8 m2. If
the dike reaches a depth of 100 m below the surface, the
vapor layer will be 79 m thick for K = 10#12 m2 and 0.8 m
for K = 10#8 m2. For a 1 km tall dike system 100 m below
the surface, the vapor layer may prove significant, as the
overall boundary layer thickness is smaller for the shorter
dike. For shorter dikes and high permeability systems, the
boundary layer analysis provides a good estimate of vapor
layer thickness compared to numerical models with cell sizes
larger than the layer thickness [e.g., Gulick, 1998]. Also,
even for a dike entirely below 2 km, as high temperature
water moves up to the surface the decrease in pressure may
cause boiling. Therefore, some fluid may be released at the
surface as steam or the vapor may cool back to the liquid
phase before reaching the surface and contribute to the liquid
flux there. Released vapor may condense and carve flow
type features on the Martian surface or the steam may build
up beneath the surface and could lead to phreatic eruptions,
in a similar fashion to those suggested to occur on Earth
[Germanovich and Lowell, 1995]. Pit craters, possible evi-
dence of phreatic eruptions, have been observed on Mars
[e.g., Banerdt et al., 1992; Wyrick et al., 2004].

3.3. Additional Source of Fluid—Ice Melt
[27] There is evidence of water ice beneath the surface on

Mars [e.g., Clifford, 1993; Baker, 2001; Plaut et al., 2007]
of which a magma intrusion could melt and cause contri-
bution of additional fluid to the system. We investigated a
layer of ice or permafrost overlying our previously described
dike driven hydrothermal system to estimate the volume of
fluid that could be provided. Previous studies on the melting
of permafrost include Gulick [1998], McKenzie and Nimmo
[1999], Harrison and Grimm [2002], Travis et al. [2003]
and Ogawa et al. [2003]. Gulick [1998] provided quantita-
tive estimates for fluid flow from ice melt and investigated
the energy and time required to melt through a 2 km thick
permafrost layer by applying the energy supplied by the
hydrothermal system and compared results to the energy
required to change the ice to liquid phase. McKenzie and

Nimmo [1999] calculated the volume of ice that could be
melted as a result of conductive heat transfer from a large
magmatic dike in an effort to explain flood features observed
on the Martian surface. Harrison and Grimm [2002] calcu-
lated the time for circulating fluid next to a sill magma
intrusion to melt through a 1 km thick overlying permafrost
layer and predicted discharge volumes. Travis et al. [2003]
modeled hydrothermal circulation driven by background
geothermal heating beneath a permafrost layer and deter-
mined the layer’s thickness as a function of location. Ogawa
et al. [2003] considered a sill magma intrusion modeled as a
constant temperature base that transferred heat to the per-
mafrost through conduction and later by convection. The
principal difference between the boundary layer analyses
and Gulick’s [1998] analyses of ice melt stems from the
relatively short lifetime of a dike compared to the intrusion
assumed by Gulick as well as the fact that the boundary layer
analysis investigates a range of crustal permeabilities com-
pared to Gulick [1998] varying the porosity. Our ice melt
model differs from McKenzie and Nimmo [1999] in that our
model considers convective heat transfer to the base of the
ice layer while McKenzie and Nimmo [1999] only consider
conductive heat transfer. Also, the Harrison and Grimm
[2002] model differs from ours in that the meltwater is
incorporated into the hydrothermal circulation and the
magma intrusion becomes permeable as it cools through its
brittle-ductile transition. The Travis et al. [2003] and Ogawa
et al. [2003] analyses differ from ours by considering con-
vection within the water melt layer. Also, Ogawa et al.
[2003] set a constant temperature at the base of the ice
layer as opposed to the heat flux our model applies.
[28] Figure 6 shows the system configuration with the dike

embedded in water-saturated Martian crust and overlain by a
layer of permafrost. The permafrost thickness of !2–3 km is
set based on estimations of ice thickness on Mars [e.g.,
Clifford, 1993] and that for water to remain above the critical
pressure of water the depth must be greater than !2 km
based on lithostatic pressure. Clifford [1993], who follows
the lunar scale used by Binder and Lange [1980], suggests
that the maximum depth of porous crust (where porosity
> 0.01) on Mars is not likely to be greater than 11 km.
Clifford [1993] states, however, that assuming 1 kbar to
be the closure pressure is conservative considering that
laboratory experiments show that fractures and pore space
may be open at pressures of !5–10 kbar [Gold et al.,
1971; Todd et al., 1973; Siegfried et al., 1977]. There-
fore, circulation may be possible at greater than 11 km below
the surface. Moreover, “wet” crust could retain open pore
space to a depth up to about 1/3 greater than the estimated “dry
crust” value of 11 km [Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Byerlee and
Brace, 1968; Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980; Thompson and
Connolly, 1992], although this effect would likely only be
significant at great depths on Mars where there are high tem-
peratures and pressures [Maxwell, 1964; Pettijohn, 1975].
Higher heat flow in the Martian past [Toksöz and Hsui, 1978;
Davies and Arvidson, 1981; Schubert and Spohn, 1990] could
have provided conditions for a wetter crust with porosity at
depth. We consider 1 and 10 km tall dikes beneath a maxi-
mum of 3 km of permafrost. The maximum depth of the
hydrothermal system would therefore be at !13 km and it
is not unreasonable to assume that permeable crust exists to
that depth at least in the Martian past.
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[29] In the scenario shown in Figure 6, as the vertical
boundary layer adjacent to the dike wall reaches the per-
mafrost layer, the fluid turns and flows horizontally, cools
and eventually sinks to form a complete circulation cell. The
laterally flowing fluid beneath the permafrost can also be
approximated as a thermal boundary layer across which heat
is transferred by conduction to the overlying permafrost.
Dashed black lines in Figure 6 denote the two boundary
layers with the boundary layer at the base of the ice pro-
viding a heat source to the overlying ice layer. Variable
definitions are given in Table 2. The total energy per length,
Qice, at the base of the ice layer supplied by the vertical
boundary layer over a time, ti, is expressed as:

Qice % rf ;wcp;f Th i vh idti &22'

where rf,w is the density of water, cp,f is the specific heat of
water, !T" is the average temperature across the vertical
boundary layer of thickness d, and !v" is the average velocity
across the boundary layer. If the temperature of the overly-
ing ice layer is at the melt temperature, then, to a first
approximation, the heat energy from equation (22) melts the

ice and heats the resulting water-rock mixture. Assuming a
constant porosity, F, a horizontal dimension, l, of the hori-
zontal boundary layer, and a thickness of the melt layer, h,
over a certain time, ti, the heat taken up by the ice per length
is written as:

Qm % rc& 'mDTm ( friL
% &

lh ti& ' &23'

where (rc)m is the heat capacity of the water-rock mix-
ture, ri is the density of ice, L is the latent heat of fusion
of ice, and DTm is the temperature difference across the
permafrost layer. The water-rock mixture heat capacity is
defined as:

rc& 'm % rf ;wcp;f f( rrcp;r 1# f& ' &24'

where rr is the density of the rock and cp,r is the specific
heat of the rock. If we assume the permafrost layer is at
the melting temperature of ice, DTm = 0 and equation
(23) reduces to:

Qm % friLhl ti& ' &25'

Figure 6. Ice layer overlying a Martian, magma driven hydrothermal system. Bold arrows indicate the
circulation of fluid beneath the surface. Bold dashed lines denote the edge of a boundary layer with a
thickness of d. For this model, dimension l is the width of the ice layer and is equal to the height, H, of
the dike intrusion. Over time a melt layer of thickness, h, forms within the ice layer.

Table 2. Definition of Variables for Overlying Ice Layer Analyses

Symbol Definition Value Units

h Thickness of melt layer Equation (26) for given ti m
L Latent heat of fusion for ice 3.33 " 105 J kg#1

l Horizontal dimension beneath ice layer 1 or 10 km
Qice Heat flow per length at base of ice layer Equation (22) kJ m#1

Qm Heat flow per length of water-ice mixture Equation (25) kJ m#1

DTm Temperature difference across ice layer 0 $C
(rc)m Heat capacity of water-ice mixture Equation (24) kJ m#3 $C#1

rf,w Density of water at room temperature and pressure 1000 kg m#3

ri Density of ice 916.7 kg m#3

rr Density of the rock 3000 kg m#3

ti Time Varies s
f Porosity 0.1 unitless
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Combining equations (22) and (25) by setting Qice = Qm,
we can determine the relationship of melt thickness, h,
and time, ti:

h %
tirf cp;f Th i vh id

friLl
&26'

This approach follows the description of melting in sec-
tion 11.3 of Carslaw and Jaeger [1959] excluding the higher
order terms that have minimal effect on the resulting melt
thickness.
[30] Equation (26) provides an upper estimate of the melt

thickness produced, as all the heat transferred from the
boundary layer goes into melting the ice and none into
heating the rock. As the ice melts, we assume the water
flows away and the boundary layer migrates upwards
through the crust, or the ice migrates downward to maintain
contact. If a glacial layer of pure ice is considered instead of
permafrost, the value of F would be 1, and the thickness
melted for a given time, ti, will decrease, yet the volume of
meltwater produced will remain the same.
[31] If the ice layer melts through to the surface, the

meltwater will contribute to the volume of water released,
helping to form the fluvial features observed on Mars. The
melting of the ice layer may also contribute to destabilizing
the crust and could result in surface flows of rock-meltwater
mixture, subsidence of the surface, fracturing, and drops in
pressure as the fluid melts through to the surface and leaves
the system [Wilson and Head, 2002]. The amount of ice
melted over the lifetime of a dike depends on the dike
height, width and temperature, the viscosity and thermal
expansion coefficient values, and the crustal permeability.
Figure 7 displays ice layer thickness melted over the dike
lifetime calculated for a slightly more conservative range of
permeabilities of 10#14 % K % 10#10 m2. The results show
that a 1 km tall, 10 m half-width dike with K = 10#11 m2 or
a 10 km tall, 10 m half-width dike with K = 10#10 m2 can
each melt about 1.4 km of the overlying ice layer over the

3 year lifetime. For a 1 km tall, 10 m half-width dike with
K = 10#10 m2 and for 100 m half-width dikes of either 1
or 10 km in height, and with any permeability where
boundary layer theory is applicable, the entire 2 – 3 km of
overlying ice can be melted over about 2 years for the 10 m
half-width dike or 70 years or less for the 100 m half-width
dikes, depending on permeability. Melt volume produced,
however, will vary between 1 km and 10 km tall dikes as the
basal heating length is assumed equal to the dike height.

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison With Earlier Model
[32] Gulick [1998] considered a similar Martian hydro-

thermal system using the program SUTRA [Voss, 1984] to
study circulation driven by cylindrical magma chambers of
different volumes. Gulick [1998] determined that the maxi-
mum discharge mass flow rate for a 4 km tall magma
chamber 2 km below the surface, with a volume of 50 km3,
initial temperature of 1250$C, and adjacent medium per-
meability of 10#11 m2 was just less than 3,000 kg/s after
about 600 years. Assuming that the fluid flow occurs sym-
metrically around the !12.6 km circumference of the
intrusion and using an estimated boundary layer thickness
from Figure 2 in Gulick [1998] of 1.25 km, the resulting
mass flux equals about 1.8 " 102 kg/km2/s. To compare,
we used the boundary layer theory to calculate volume
mass flow rates for a dike of similar length and height to
Gulick’s intrusion circumference and height, respectively.
Boundary layer analysis of a 5 km tall, 12 km long, 50 m
half-width constant temperature wall (dike intrusion) at
600$C with an adjacent medium permeability of 10#11 m2

resulted a mass flow rate of !13,000 kg/s and a mass flux
of !3.6 " 104 kg/km2/s along the length of the dike.
[33] Comparison between the boundary layer analysis and

Gulick’s [1998] results is not ideal, but provides a relevant
point of reference. The boundary layer model appears to
result in significantly higher flow rates than Gulick largely as

Figure 7. Ice layer thickness melted over the dike lifetime for permeabilities within the range of 10#14 %
K % 10#10 m2 where the system reaches steady state before the dike conductively cools and where the
boundary layer thickness is % 20% of the dike height. The 1 km tall, 100 m half-width dike represents a
group of ten 1 km tall, 100 m half-width dikes.
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a result of the different boundary conditions at the intrusion
interface in the two models. Gulick’s time dependent circu-
lation model assumes that the hydrothermal circulation is
driven by a prescribed heat flux across the intrusion wall that
decreases with time as the intrusion cools. As a result of this
condition, the “spin up” time is considerable and the flow
rate reaches its peak after the heat flux from the intrusion has
decreased substantially. On the other hand, boundary layer
theory assumes a constant temperature wall and, hence, the
dike acts as an infinite heat reservoir to drive hydrothermal
circulation in the boundary layer over its conductive life-
time. The flow rates derived from our steady state boundary
layer model, therefore, provide an upper estimate for the
flow rate near the vertical wall of an intrusion.
[34] Also, using the boundary layer analysis to estimate

peak flow rates for larger intrusion thicknesses such as those
investigated by Gulick [1998] is reasonable as the conduc-
tive time scale is so long. For the 4 km tall, 4 km diameter
intrusion discussed by Gulick, the conductive time scale is
!5 " 105 yr. For such an intrusion, the wall temperature
remains essentially constant over the time required for the
system to reach the maximum fluid flow rate. Therefore, the
boundary layer analysis provides a realistic maximum flow
rate estimate.

4.2. Comparison to Athabasca Valles
[35] The boundary layer model provides a reasonable first

order estimate of the heat and fluid flow rates that can be
expected for a Martian hydrothermal system driven by a

dike-like magmatic intrusion. Comparison of these fluid
flow rates to those estimated for certain surface morphology
on Mars can indicate whether the hydrothermal system could
be a feasible mechanism for their formation. For example,
the outflow channel system, Athabasca Valles (Figure 8),
appears to emanate from one of the fissures of Cerberus
Fossae. Based on the fissures’ morphology and studies by
Mège and Masson [1996], Burr et al. [2002a] and Head et al.
[2003], the fissures may have resulted from subsidence caused
by volcanic dike intrusions. Also, a recent investigation by
Roberts et al. [2012] suggests that geologically young boulder
tracks observed in the Cerberus Fossae region indicate the
recent occurrence of marsquakes and possibly volcanic activ-
ity. The intrusions may have then caused the release of sub-
surface groundwater/melted ice to form Athabasca Valles
[e.g., Burr et al. 2002a; Head et al., 2003]. A recent study
by Hurwitz and Head [2012] suggests a combination of
fluid flow and subsequent magma flow formed the valley.
Here we only consider the water flow required to form the
valley system.
[36] The source fissure for Athabasca Valles appears to be

about 1000 m wide and 200 km long, though the width was
likely widened by erosion and mass wasting over time
[Hanna and Phillips, 2006]. Hanna and Phillips [2006]
suggest an initial fissure width of 200 to 500 m. Esti-
mates based on MOLA (Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter)
topography of the fluid flow volume to form Athabasca
range from 400 km3 to 1600 km3 [Hanna and Phillips,
2006]. Upper limit flow rate estimates based on the

Figure 8. MOLA topography between 7$ and 12$ N, 153.5$ and 157.5$ E, interpolated to 256 pixels per
degree using the methods of Abramov and McEwen [2004] showing the suggested source Cerberus Fossae
fissure with Athabasca Valles to the southwest. Figure modified from Burr et al. [2002a]. Arrows indicate
suggested direction of fluid flow during valley formation.
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geomorphology of Athabasca Valles range from about 300
to 3 " 105 km3/yr [Burr et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2004;
Mitchell et al., 2005].
[37] In applying the boundary layer model to address the

formation of Athabasca Valles, we note that, as mentioned
previously, dikes typically have a width to height aspect
ratio of 10#2 to 10#3. Hence, a 10 km tall dike would not
typically be much wider than !100 m. If such a dike,
200 km long, 100 m half-width intruded at Cerberus Fossae
into a region where crustal permeability was !10#11 m2,
hydrothermal flow would produce !10 km3/yr of fluid and
approximately 3000 km3 of fluid would be produced over the
!300 year lifetime of the dike. Consideration of the equiv-
alent system on the opposite side of the dike would double
the flow volume. According to the estimate for volume
required to form Athabasca Valles, the volume produced by
one 10 km tall, 100 m half-width dike is adequate, although
the flow rate of 10 km3/yr is considerably below the
required minimum rate of 300 km3/yr. Ten km tall, 100 m
half-width dike systems with K ! 10#12 m2 can also pro-
duce fluid volumes within the range required, however for
K % 10#13 m2 multiple dikes and/or flow from both sides of
the dike are necessary. A flow rate comparable to that
estimated for forming Athabasca Valles could be achieved
if fluid resulting from hydrothermal circulation near a dike
is first stored in a lake type reservoir and then released
episodically or gradually over a period ranging from a
couple of days to ! a year.
[38] To store 400 km3 - 1600 km3 would require an area

beside the dike of between 500 km2 to 2000 km2 assuming a
2 km thick permafrost rocky-ice layer with porosity of 0.4.
However, to allow for high rate outflows, we assume a
subsurface lake with a depth of 2 km. The area required for
lake storage to form Athabasca Valles would range from
200 km2 to 800 km2. For water drawn locally from around
the 200 km length of the source fissure, the reservoir
would have extended 1 to 4 km away, respectively, or half
that distance for flow from both sides of the dike. Large
glacial floods called jökulhlaups have occurred in Iceland
and in the channeled scablands of western Washington
where the ice acts as a trap for melted fluid that is released
episodically by volcanic activity [Carrivick et al., 2004].
Weis and Newman [1976] estimate reservoir volumes for
the scabland floods at 16.8 km3 andOld et al. [2005] estimate
Icelandic jökulhlaup volume flows at about 0.23 km3 per
episode. The volumes are much lower than those needed to
form Athabasca Valles, however volcanoes and fluvial
channels on Mars are much larger than those on Earth and
therefore flood mechanisms similar to jökulhlaups on a larger
scale may not be unreasonable.
[39] Melting an overlying ice or permafrost layer would

increase the fluid volume available for forming surface
features. Our calculations show that the fluid melted by a
10 km tall, 200 km long dike system with a 2 – 3 km
thick overlying permafrost layer with 10% porosity equals
about 400 to 600 km3 supplied over 45–70 years. This ice
melt fluid could therefore contribute a significant volume
toward the 400 to 1600 km3 range required for forming
Athabasca Valles.
[40] Hanna and Phillips [2006] suggest an alternative

mechanism for supplying fluid to the surface through tec-
tonic pressurization of an instantaneous dike emplacement.

Their model results estimate fluid flow rates ranging from
8.9 " 104 m3/s to 9.5 " 105 m3/s which fall within the flow
rates suggested by Burr et al. [2002a, 2002b] and Mitchell
et al. [2005]. However, this nearly instantaneous dike
intrusion stress induction does not take into account the time
required for a dike to propagate from depth to the near sur-
face. Dikes are typically emplaced at a rate of !1 m/s [Linde
et al., 1993; Klein et al., 1977]. At this rate, it would take
!2.8 h to emplace a 10 km tall dike and the stress field
around the dike would evolve on a similar time scale. Con-
sideration of this propagation time may result in a lower rate
of fluid flow associated with dike emplacement than esti-
mated by Hanna and Phillips [2006].
[41] Overall, a dike driven hydrothermal system at Cerberus

Fossae appears able to supply the required volume of water to
form Athabasca Valles provided the water can collect in a
reservoir and be released suddenly. Ice melt is not required,
yet could contribute a significant volume to the system and
enable lower permeability systems as formation mechanisms.
Further work to determine whether magma-driven hydro-
thermal fluid flow could be a feasible mechanism for the
formation of other surface features is needed.

5. Summary

[42] The boundary layer method applied here to a dike-
driven hydrothermal system beneath the surface of Mars
provides reasonable quantification of the upper limit for heat
and fluid outputs for a range of possible crustal perme-
abilities, dike heights of 1 or 10 km and varying dike life-
times based on half-widths of 10 m, 100 m, or a group of
dikes. Model results estimate that hydrothermal convection
near a 1000 km long, 1 km tall and 10 m half-width dike-like
intrusion injected into crust with a permeability of 10#11 m2

would yield !1.8 " 1019 J/yr of heat and a fluid flow rate of
!15 km3/yr. A similar 10 km tall and 100 m half-width
magma intrusion could generate about 5.6 " 1019 J/yr of
heat and !46 km3/yr of fluid flow. At these fluid flow rates,
total fluid volume production can range between 45 and
13,800 km3 over the 3 to 300 yearlong dike lifetimes that
correspond to dikes between 10 and 100 m half-widths.
[43] When comparing our flow rate results with the max-

imum rates of Gulick [1998] for a 50 km3 magmatic intru-
sion, the boundary layer model predicts a mass flow rate just
over 4 times higher. This result mainly reflects the difference
between the boundary conditions at the intrusion wall in the
two models. Boundary layer theory assumes a constant wall
temperature, whereas Gulick [1998] assumes a prescribed
heat flux that decreases with time. The assumption of a
constant temperature wall over the short dike lifetime of
years to hundreds of years is reasonable since a 50 km3

magmatic intrusion similar to Gulick’s cools only very
slightly in this time.
[44] Boiling near the dike for the shorter dike systems may

significantly lower the water flow output to the surface. The
vapor may still contribute to surface feature formation,
however, by causing phreatic eruptions or surface subsi-
dence. Boundary layer calculations find that for most of the
crustal permeabilities and dike sizes considered, hydrother-
mal convection could melt a 2 – 3 km thick permafrost layer
or an equivalent volume of pure ice beneath the Martian
surface during the lifetime of the dike.
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[45] The fluid flow rates predicted from the boundary
layer models for 1 to 10 km tall, 200 km long dikes with
10#11 m2 permeability, $3–10 km3/yr, respectively. These
rates are much less than the estimated 300 to 3 " 105 km3/yr
needed to produce outflow channels such as the Athabasca
Valles; yet, the total fluid volume of 3,000 km3 over a 100 m
half-width dike lifetime of 300 years surpasses the 400 to
1600 km3 volume believed necessary. Model results indicate
that if fluid could be stored in a near surface reservoir until
later episodic release(s), the flow rate could achieve levels
sufficient to form the channel system. An overlying, near
surface ice layer may help contain the reservoir until melted
through, and water melted from the ice layer could contrib-
ute significantly to the fluid flow volume.
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3 Shallow water sill formation on Europa 

Abstract 

Recent work has suggested that lithospheric flexure and flanking fractures observed 
along some ridges on Europa are best explained by the initial presence of a shallow liquid water 
sill. The emplacement of a sill suggests certain conditions existed that were favorable for water 
flow from a subsurface ocean into an overlying ice shell. These include: stresses that could 
initiate a fracture in the ice shell and provide a conduit for liquid water to ascend from the ocean 
through a substantial portion of the shell; a stress field in the region where the vertical fracture 
halts that would allow horizontal fracturing for sill emplacement; and an environment that would 
enable a sill lifetime of ~ 1000s of years. Here, we investigate whether these conditions could 
occur and result in sill formation. 

Previous models of the stresses resulting from ice shell thickening on Europa indicated 
that fractures can initiate within the shell and propagate both upward toward the surface and 
downward to the ice-ocean interface. For an ~10 km thick ice shell, we determined that flow 
velocities for ocean water driven up a vertical fracture by the release of lithostatic pressure are 
adequate for reaching the subsurface before freezing occurs. We propose the next step for sill 
emplacement could occur through horizontal fracturing. Nominally, the stress field in a material 
under lithostatic load is conducive to vertical crack propagation.  Factors exist, however, that can 
change the stress field and encourage horizontal crack propagation.   

Seismically imaged terrestrial sills beneath mid-ocean ridges often occur in areas with 
extensive cracking and/or faulting, suggesting crack interactions may play a key role. Through 
application of a finite element program we tested the influence of four stress changing 
mechanisms on Europa: (1) mechanical layering, (2) shallow surface cracks in the ice, (3) deep 
cracks initiated in a similar manner as our sill-forming fracture or by mechanisms such as 
upward propagating water-filled cracks and (4) a combination of mechanisms (2) and (3). We 
propagated a pressurized fracture through a 10 km thick ice shell and results determined that all 
mechanisms can cause a degree of turn in propagation direction, with Model 4 (both shallow and 
deep cracks) enabling the greatest turn to ~ horizontal. The horizontal extent of the fracture 
propagation, however, only reaches a width of ~ 100s meters, whereas a sill of ~ 4 km width was 
determined necessary for formation of the flanking fractures at their observed locations on the 
ridges.  

A recent study suggests a liquid water sill would need to exist for 1000s of years to 
enable the lithosphere flexure observed. Assessment of sill lifetime finds that a 10 – 100 m thick 
sill will convect and transfer its heat away over ~ hours to a few days, respectively. One possible 
mechanism to extend the sill lifetime could involve liquid water replenishment from the ocean 
driven by brine migration, although the lifetime may still prove challenging to achieve.   

Overall, our analyses suggest sill emplacement may be possible by liquid ocean water 
flow up an open vertical fracture to the subsurface and fracture propagation turned horizontal by 
stress field change factors such as shallow and deep cracks.  However, sill width and lifetime 
remain a challenge to achieve. 
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3.1  Introduction 
The Jovian moon Europa sparks our curiosities with the promise of a vast, salty and 

thermally mixing ocean that may harbor life beneath its icy exterior [Vance and Goodman, 

2009]. Data returned by the Voyager and Galileo spacecrafts enabled the determination of the 

differentiation achieved within Europa. A vast water ocean topped with an icy shell overlies a 

rocky layer with a metallic core. The layer of water and ice is estimated to range between 105 

and 160 km thick, as constrained by composition and structural differences in the rocky layer 

beneath [Kuskov and Kronrod, 2005; Cammarano et al., 2006]. Model estimates for ice shell 

thickness based on thermal analyses, impact studies and mechanical calculations were 

summarized in Billings and Kattenhorn [2005].  Estimates for the total shell thickness ranged 

from ~ 0.25 km [Tufts, 1998] to less than a few tens of km [Schenk and McKinnon, 1989; 

Lucchitta and Soderblom, 1982; Rathbun et al., 1998; Sotin et al., 2004]. Flexure models suggest 

an elastic thickness of the ice shell of ~ 2 km [Williams and Greeley, 1998; Pappalardo, 1999]. 

Tectonic features cover Europa indicating a structurally active history that may have 

provided an avenue for deeper material to interact with the surface. One prominent tectonic 

feature on Europa is the double ridge. Double ridge features are ubiquitous on Europa and can 

run fairly linearly for greater than 1000 km, however their formation process is still not 

completely understood. Through improving our understanding of how ridges can form, further 

characterization of Europa's ice shell is possible and provides indications about the ocean 

structure below.  Double ridge morphology typically exhibits marginal troughs and subparallel 

flanking fractures occur at some ridges. Figure 3.1 shows the double ridge, Androgeous Linea, 

with arrows indicating locations of flanking fractures. Several studies suggest these fractures 

result from the load of the ridge causing flexure in a generally thin elastic lithosphere estimated 
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to be between a couple hundred meters up to about 6 km thick [Billings and Kattenhorn, 2005; 

Hurford et al., 2005; Nimmo et al., 2003]. As determined by Dombard et al. [2013; 2007], a thin 

elastic lithosphere of ~ 100 m to 1 km requires a heat flow of about 1 W/m2 which is inconsistent 

with the estimated heat flow for Europa of ~50 - 200 mW/m2 [Pappalardo 1999, Ruiz and 

Tejero, 1999; Ruiz and Tejero, 2000].  This discrepancy suggests a local, shallow heat source is 

necessary [cf. Dombard et al., 2007].  Several proposed ridge formation mechanisms provide a 

local thermal source through subsurface liquid water associated with dikes, diapirs and/or 

frictional heating and are consistent with the presence of flanking fractures. Kadel et al. [1998] 

proposed ridge building by way of cryoclastic eruptions through a preexisting open fissure to the 

surface. Pappalardo and Coon [1996] suggested tidal forcing could squeeze material up through 

a crack, a model developed further by Greenberg et al. [1998] and Tufts et al. [2000]. Fagents 

[2003] described the presence of volatiles or pressurization of a subsurface reservoir as a means 

to expel fluid on the surface. Most recently, Dombard et al. [2007, 2013] also suggested a 

cryovolcanic mechanism but added formation of a water sill beneath the ridge. For both the 

diapir mechanism employed by Head et al. [1999] and the shear heating model suggested by 

Gaidos and Nimmo [2000], Nimmo and Gaidos [2002] and Han and Showman [2008], the ridges 

are raised up as a consequence of thermal expansion along a plane in the ductile region of the ice 

shell beneath a brittle region with the central preexisting crack.  Dombard et al. [2013] evaluated 

these ridge-forming mechanisms and argued that only a shallow cryovolcanic sill could provide a 

thermal anomaly of the required lateral extent to cause flanking fractures to occur at the observed 

distances from the central trough (Figure 3.2). The question then remains as to how to emplace a 

water sill at depth of ~1-2 km in the ice shell on Europa. 
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To form the shallow water sill suggested by Dombard et al. [2013] within the ice shell of 

Europa, we employ the idea of a fracture, hereafter referred to as the ‘primary fracture’, that 

initiates as a dry crack within the shell and propagates vertically upwards some distance and 

down to the ocean.  Once open to the ocean, water then flows up the primary fracture to a 

shallow depth beneath the surface, turns horizontally and propagates a fracture to form a sill. 

Primary fracture initiation could occur in the shallow subsurface through the build up of tensile 

stresses as a result of volume expansion and thermal contraction of ice as the shell cools and 

thickens over time [Nimmo, 2004]. Model results of Nimmo [2004] show that for an ~ 10 km 

thick shell, the tensile stresses peak at ~ a few MPa within 1 – 2 km of the surface. Manga and 

Wang [2007] determined that a primary fracture initiated within Europa’s ice shell could 

propagate up to the surface and down to the ocean, providing a pathway for ocean water to rise 

towards the surface. With an open primary fracture, Manga and Wang [2007] investigated the 

height to which ocean water could flow, considering the lithostatic (ice shell) load and additional 

pressure supplied from shell expansion during cooling and thickening. Their models suggested 

that the pressurized ocean could not drive the water the entire distance to the surface, given the 

density difference between ice and water and a small pressure increase from the ice volume 

expansion (exasperated by the likelihood of high porosities near the surface and briny ocean 

water).  For an ~ 10 km thick ice shell, the highest point water could reach is ~ 10 m above the 

neutral buoyancy depth of around 1 km (see calculation in Section 3.3).  Though the water will 

not reach the surface driven by lithostatic and ice shell expansion pressures, a sill might still be 

emplaced at the neutral buoyancy, or greater, depths to enable ridge flexure. 

We build on the stress accrual and fracturing analyses by Manga and Wang [2007] and 

Nimmo [2004] for a cooling and thickening ice shell to explore the viability of sill emplacement 
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in the shallow subsurface (~ 1 - 2 km depth) of Europa. Figure 3.3 depicts our proposed steps for 

sill emplacement.  We suggest that once a primary fracture initiates (Figure 3.3a) and propagates 

vertically down to the ocean (Figure 3.3b), water is then driven through the fracture to a shallow 

depth of ~ 1 - 2 km (Figure 3.3c) where a change in the stress field causes an ~ horizontal 

fracture to initiate and propagate laterally to form a sill (Figure 3.3d). To determine the 

soundness of the process we determine: (1) whether the ocean water travels quickly enough to 

reach the subsurface before freezing; (2) whether a weakened or altered stress region in the ice 

could enable a change in the primary fracture propagation direction from vertical to horizontal; 

and (3) whether a water sill, once emplaced, could remain warm long enough to thin the 

overlying lithosphere and cause ridge flexure.  

Details of our study are described in Sections 3.2 – 3.5. Section 3.2 evaluates the flow 

velocity that occurs up the vertical primary fracture and Section 3.3 investigates the process of 

forming a sill through horizontal fracturing.  In Section 3.4 we investigate heat transfer from the 

cooling sill by thermal convection and calculate the resulting lifetime. Section 3.5 concludes the 

paper with discussion of the results and suggestions for further studies.  

 

3.2  Vertical Flow Velocity 
Once a vertical fracture opens in the shallow subsurface in Europa’s ice shell and 

connects to the ocean below, the pressure due to ice shell overburden will drive the ocean water 

up through the fracture (Figure 3.3c). To emplace a shallow sill, the ocean water must be able to 

flow upwards and reach the desired depth before freezing occurs. Overburden pressure at the 

base of the ice shell, P0, is a function of ice shell thickness, H: 
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€ 

P0 = ρicegH                                                          (1) 

 

where ρice is the density of the ice and g is the gravitational acceleration (Table 3.1).  For H = 10 

km we find a driving pressure of P0 = 11.7 MPa at the ice shell base.  

We estimate the time for cooling and freezing of the water according to the conductive 

time scale, τd: 

 

τ d ≈ w
2

κ                                                               (2) 

 

where w is fracture width and κ is thermal diffusivity of water (Table 3.1). The expected width 

can be determined using crack aspect ratio relationships relating internal fluid pressure, 

surrounding stresses, and host medium stiffness. Based on cracks observed in terrestrial volcanic 

dikes, Pollard [1987] and Rubin [1995] describe the relationship between crack aspect ratio, 

(w/l), and ratio of driving pressure, (Pf - σx), to host medium stiffness, G/(1- ν): 

 

€ 

w
l
≈
(Pf −σx )
G /(1−ν)

                                                           (3) 

 

where l is the dike height, Pf is the internal fluid pressure, σx is the horizontal compressive 

lithostatic stress and G and ν are the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the host medium, 

respectively. σx increases with depth, d as: 

 

 σx = ν/(1-ν)*σy = ν/(1-ν)*ρicegd                                              (4) 
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where σy is the vertical lithostatic load, σL = ρicegd. For a Young’s modulus of E ~ 5 GPa and ν ~ 

0.3, terrestrial sea ice typically has a G ~ 2 GPa as described by Weeks and Assur [1967]. Then, 

for an ice shell with thickness of ~ 10 km, the difference in fluid pressure and horizontal stress 

will range from ~ 1 to 5 MPa.  These values applied in Equation (3) give a crack aspect ratio of ~ 

10-3 that indicates a dike width of ~ 10 m for the ~ 10 km tall dike. Typical terrestrial crack 

aspect ratios observed also include values of 10-2 [Rubin, 1995].  Therefore, we considered 

fracture widths of 10 and 100 m. Equation (2) indicates a conductive lifetime range from ~3 to 

30 years, for the 10 and 100 m widths, respectively.   

 We then calculated the velocity the fluid would travel up the vertical fracture to 

determine the time required to reach a shallow depth of ~ 1 – 2 km.  First, we used the Reynolds 

number relationship (Equation 5) to determine whether the flow in a 10 – 100 m wide fracture 

would be laminar or turbulent. If flow is turbulent, eddies occur that affect fluid viscosity (see 

Section 3.5 - Discussion) and may need to be considered.  The Reynolds number relationship is 

expressed as: 

 

€ 

Re =
ρwvw

µ
                                                               (5) 

 

where ρw = 1000 kg/m3, v is the water velocity and µ is the dynamic viscosity of water = 10-3 Pa 

s.  For flow between parallel plates, laminar flow occurs when Re < 1400.  Rearranging equation 

(5) to solve for v and setting Re ~ 1400: 
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1400 >
ρwvw

µ

v <
1400µ
ρww

                                                         (6) 

 

we find the flow velocity in a 10 – 100 m wide fracture would need to be below ~ 10-7 m/s to 

have laminar flow. Applying the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible flow: 
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f                                       (7) 

 

where t is time, P is the pressure and f represents the body forces. Laminar flow in the fracture 

would be controlled by the viscosity term, µ.  Then, assuming a constant flow velocity over time 

and laminar flow, equation (7) reduces to: 

 

  

€ 

∇P = µ∇2 v                                                          (8) 

 

where the pressure gradient 

€ 

∇P  is caused by the overburden of the ice shell on the ocean ~ 

ρicegH/H, where H, is the ~ 10 km thick ice shell. Assuming a constant pressure difference along 

the fracture height (y-direction), 

€ 

∂P
∂y , and a vertical flow velocity, v, that only changes across 

the fracture width, we can solve for the maximum water velocity (assumes constant pressure 

gradient), which provides an upper estimate for flow speed:  

 

€ 

∂P
∂y

= µ
∂ 2v
∂x 2

                                                         (9) 
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where x is across the width of the fracture. Integrating equation (9) twice and setting 

€

∂P~ ρicegH 

and 

€

∂y=H, we can solve for vmax: 

€

vmax =
ρicegw

2

8µ
(10) 

For ρice = 900 kg/m3, g = 1.3 m/s2 and w = 10 m, we find a vertically velocity of vmax = 1.4 x 108 

m/s.  This extremely high value is not realistic and indicates that flow will be turbulent.  We then 

apply the Navier-Stokes equation to calculate the velocity based on turbulent flow. 

The term,   

€

 v ⋅ ∇ v , controls the flow in turbulent flow and for constant velocity over time,

equation (7) reduces to: 

 

€

ρwvmax
2

H
~ −∇P (11) 

Remembering -

€

∇P  ~ ρicegH/H, we solve for vmax: 

€

vmax =
ρicegH
ρw

(12) 

For H ~ 10 km, a fluid velocity of ~ 108 m/s results.  The speed of sound in water is ~ 1500 m/s, 

from c = (B/ρw)1/2, where B = 2.2 x 109 Pa is the bulk modulus of water. Therefore, the flow will 

be subsonic and will take about 1.5 minutes to reach the shallow depth of ~ 1 - 2 km in the shell.  
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For this upper end flow velocity estimate, comparison of the 1.5 minutes to the fracture 

conductive lifetime of ~3 years shows there is little need for concern of freezing before reaching 

the ~ 1 - 2 km deep subsurface.  However, the velocity will decrease as the fluid rises in the 

fracture as a result of the decrease in driving pressure as the water moves upward.  These factors 

and their effects are addressed in Section 3.5 – Discussion. 

3.3  Sill Emplacement Through Fracturing 

Once the ocean water reaches the top of the open fracture, the fracture may continue to 

propagate to the point of neutral buoyancy or turn horizontally at a deeper location to form a sill.  

Sill emplacement depends on the presence of a stress field around the fracture favorable for 

horizontal propagation and a fracture pressure with tip stresses that can overcome the ice tensile 

strength and surrounding lithostatic load. We perform finite element analyses to investigate the 

stress field around a central fracture connected to the Europan ocean for a variety of ice shell 

subsurface configurations based on suggested terrestrial sill emplacement mechanisms.   

 First, to determine the minimum possible depth of sill emplacement, we calculate the 

point of neutral buoyancy. This occurs where the driving pressure, due to lithostatic load of the 

ice shell, P0 = ρicegH (Equation 1), equals the water column load, ρwgh.  Solving for neutral 

buoyancy location as height above the base of the ice shell, h:  

    

€

h =
ρice
ρw

H (13) 
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For plausible values (Table 3.1) of ρice, ρw and H, h = 9 km. A sill might become emplaced at this 

neutral buoyancy level, although fracturing processes are not likely since no driving pressure 

remains there. At a depth greater than neutral buoyancy, pressure exists to drive the flow 

horizontally some distance [e.g. Collins et al., 2000] provided the stress field is favorable. 

On Earth, we observe the presence of magmatic sills in ophiolites, structures believed to 

be remnant sections of ocean ridges.  The evidence suggests sills may be a common intrusion 

type in the mid to lower oceanic crust [Ildefonse et al., 1993; Kelemen et al., 1997].  Sills are 

also seismically imaged beneath ocean ridge segments [e.g. Hansen and Cartwright, 2006; Kent 

et al., 2000]. Although observations and seismic images confirm the existence of sills, the 

emplacement mechanism is not completely understood. According to fracture mechanics, cracks 

will propagate perpendicular to the least principal compressive stress (or maximum principal 

tensile stress), σ3.  In a homogenous crust, lithostatic stress (ρgd) occurs in all directions, yet 

measurements of terrestrial in-situ stress record a lower horizontal stress value, assumed to occur 

due to the partially constrained horizontal expansion of the crust and/or extensional stresses such 

as at ridge spreading centers and rifts. The least compressive stress, therefore, occurs 

horizontally, nominally and vertical crack growth is expected. However, given that sills do 

occur, other factors must cause a change in σ3 from horizontal to vertical.  Proposed mechanisms 

include (Figure 3.4): mechanical layering [e.g. Kavanagh et al., 2006], shallow subsurface 

cracking and faults [Hansen and Cartwright, 2012], magmatic surge and multiple dike intrusions 

[Fialko, 2001; Ildefonse et al., 1993], and/or lateral stress gradients caused by thickening of the 

brittle crust layer with increasing distance from the axial magma source [Grandin et al., 2012].  

In this study, we concentrated on the aspects of sill emplacement that involve fracturing 

and surrounding stress generation by testing four models that employ 3 of the 4 proposed stress 
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change mechanisms: Model 1- two layers with different material properties, Model 2- shallow 

cracks, Model 3- deep cracks at the base of the ice shell, and Model 4- shallow and deep cracks 

combined. Our analyses determine the effects that each of the mechanisms has on the stress field 

and propagation direction of a central fracture open to the Europan ocean. We do not model the 

Grandin et al. [2012] lateral stress gradient mechanism here, but describe it in detail in the 

discussion section. Before describing details of the models and their results (Section 3.3.2), we 

begin by providing the background motivation for investigating each mechanism for enabling sill 

emplacement, based on terrestrial observations or material experiments (Section 3.3.1.1) and 

explain the fracture mechanics theory for crack propagation (Section 3.3.1.2). 

3.3.1 Horizontal fracturing processes 

3.3.1.1  Mechanisms for stress field change 

Mechanical layering could enable horizontal fracture propagation by providing a change 

in the stress field [e.g. Grandin et al., 2012], forming a weakened avenue for fluid flow [e.g. 

Thomson, 2007] or for fracturing delamination [Gudmundsson, 2011].  Grandin et al. [2012] 

suggest the increase in depth of the brittle to ductile transition in the lithosphere causes a stress 

gradient that enables dike intrusions to move laterally from the magma source.  On Europa, the 

water-filled vertical fracture reaching from the ocean would act as a thermal anomaly and cause 

a thinning of the overlying elastic layer in the ice shell.  The elastic layer would then thicken 

with distance from the fracture in a similar fashion to that observed in Grandin et al. [2012].  

This layer thickening may then act to encourage horizontal crack growth.  

Layer contacts allowing delamination and weakened stress regions could be caused by 

differences in mechanical properties resulting from higher porosity near the surface [Nimmo et 
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al., 2003], the increase in ice stiffness with lower temperatures as distance to Europa’s surface 

decreases, brine pockets postulated to exist in the subsurface based on observed surface salts 

[e.g. Gaidos and Nimmo, 2000; Travis et al., 2012], and/or shallow cracks. Delamination could 

occur, particularly in the shallow subsurface regions with lower overburden, where fracture tip 

induced tensile stresses open the contact interface ahead of the propagating fracture 

[Gudmundsson, 2011]. A t-shaped fracture that grows along the interface could then extend as 

far as adequate driving pressure remained.  Delamination occurs often with composite materials 

[e.g. Wang and Xu, 2006; Kim et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2003] and has been shown experimentally 

[Xu et al., 2003] and through theoretical analyses [He and Hutchinson, 1989].  

Using the Dundurs [1969] elastic mismatch parameters, α and β, which describe the 

mechanical change across an interface, the likelihood of deflection of the fracture into a contact 

region can be determined. The Dundurs parameters, as defined by Hutchinson [1996] and 

Freund and Suresh [2003], are: 

€

α =
E1
* − E2

*

E1
* + E2

*      (14) 

€

β =
1
2
G1(1− 2ν 2) −G2(1− 2ν1)
G1(1−ν 2) +G2(1−ν1)

(15) 

where G is the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, E* = E/(1-ν) is the plain-strain Young’s 

modulus, subscript 2 denotes the layer containing the hydrofracture, while subscript 1 indicates 

the material on the other side of the interface from layer 2. Equation (14) quantifies the 

difference in extensional or uniaxial stiffness, while equation (15) calculates volumetric or areal 

stiffness mismatch [Freund and Suresh, 2003].  As described by Gudmundsson [2011], for a 
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layer of greater stiffness overlying a less stiff layer α is positive and the fracture has a greater 

likelihood of deflecting into the contact region. With increased stiffness of the overlying layer 

relative to the lower layer, α becomes more positive and the chances of deflection increase.  

Cracks proximal to the central fracture may also provide a weakened region that could 

encourage horizontal fracture propagation. Surface cracks abound on Europa and observations 

suggest that some penetrate down through the elastic layer  (~ a few kilometers) [e.g. Lee et al., 

2005; Rudolph and Manga, 2009] with others possibly reaching entirely through to the ice-ocean 

interface [e.g. Greenberg et al., 1998; Hoppa et al., 2000]. If the bottoms of shallow cracks reach 

close to the top of the central fracture from the ocean, the stress fields around the fracture and 

cracks can interact and possibly cause changes in propagation direction.  The interaction of stress 

fields induced by the cracks has been observed in lab experiments by e.g. Olson and Pollard, 

[1991]. A terrestrial analog for sill emplacement near cracked subsurface regions occurs beneath 

the ocean floor within the NE Atlantic Møre Basin.  There, Hansen and Cartwright [2006] 

imaged the Solsikke sill complex and fractures/faults and suggest the igneous intrusions formed 

sills due to the interactions with the fractures/faults and their surrounding damage zones.  

Additional cracks may occur at the base of the ice shell due to the cooling of the ice shell 

through time and/or tidal stresses. The cracks may take the form of water-filled intrusions 

propagating upwards from the ocean as described by Crawford and Stevenson [1988]. These 

cracks may also alter the stress field near a central fracture to one that enables horizontal 

propagation. Ildefonse et al. (1993) suggest that, on Earth, dikes may also enable stress field 

change through intermittent magma surges below ocean ridges that temporarily overcome the 

far-field tensional stress from plate separation and cause the least compressive stress to change 

from horizontal to vertical.  Similarly, on Europa, the surge of water from the ocean into the 
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open central fracture might cause a temporary high pressure that could surpass the overburden 

stress and encourage fracture initiation in a more horizontal direction. 

Section 3.2 describes the four models investigated using on these proposed stress-change 

mechanisms and their results. First, though, in the following Section (3.1.2) we discuss the 

mechanics necessary to enable fracture initiation and propagation through the ice crust. 

3.3.1.2 The mechanics of fracture propagation 

Minimally, for a horizontal fluid filled fracture, called a “hydrofracture,” to initiate in the 

subsurface the fluid pressure must exceed the vertical overburden load, σL, plus the tensile 

strength of the host medium, T0: 

€

Pf ≥σL +T0            (16) 

where Pf is the fluid pressure in the reservoir [Gudmundsson, 2011].  This pressure varies with 

height above the base of the ice shell, h, as: 

Pf = P0 − ρwgh (17) 

where P0 is the pressure due to σL at the shell base = ρicegH. Values for Pf range from 1.17 x 107 

Pa at the shell base down to 0 at the neutral buoyancy depth of 1 km, dropping by 1.3 MPa per 

km.  Lithostatic loads also start at 1.17 x 107 Pa at the shell base, but only decreases by 1.17 MPa 

for each km increase.  Therefore, nominally in a pure water ice shell, the fluid pressure is always 

less than the vertical overburden load.  However, there may be mechanisms within Europa’s ice 
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shell that change the direction of the stress field such that the vertical overburden is decreased 

(e.g. porosity, brines, cracks, etc.).   

Once a crack does initiate, fracture mechanics theory and laboratory tests dictate a 

fracture can propagate in a material if the stress intensity factor, K, is greater than the critical 

stress intensity value, Kc [e.g. Anderson, 2005]. For a crack opening, Mode I, type of fracture 

process in a linear elastic material, where the crack faces move straight apart (see Figure 3.5a), 

the stress intensity factor, KI, for a through crack (Figure 3.5b) is defined as: 

€

KI =σ πa         (18) 

where a is the half-width of the crack, σ is the opening tensile stress and the material width is 

assumed to be much greater than the crack width. If we assume a small initial horizontal crack 

protruding from the main central fracture connecting to Europa’s ocean that simulates an edge 

crack into the ice shell (depicted in Figure 3.6), we can modify equation (18) to determine the 

critical stress intensity factor, KIc, needed to initiate a Mode I horizontal fracture (and emplace a 

sill).  For an edge crack in a semi-infinite plate, the stress intensity increases ~ 12% over the 

through crack value [Anderson, 2005]: 

€

KI =1.12σ πa       (19) 

where σ is the opening stress and a is the crack length. To determine the value of KIc for a 

fracture in Europa’s ice shell, we use equation (19) and assume σ equals the tensile strength of 

ice, T0, plus the lithostatic load, σL that varies with depth = ρicegD. The strength of ice varies with 
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lab samples fracturing at ~ MPa and natural sheets on the ocean and porous ice having strengths 

as low as ~ 104 Pa [e.g. Dempsey et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2005].  For this strength range and an 

assumed initial crack length of a = ~10 m, KIc ranges between ~ 1.1 x 107 to 1.7 x 107 Pa m1/2
, 

respectively for horizontal crack propagation at a depth of 1500 m.     

The determination of fracture propagation can be simplified from equation (19) given that for 

a certain fracture length, the opening stress, σ, must be greater than the tensile strength of ice and 

the lithostatic load acting against opening.  The finite element program described below enables 

assessment of fracture growth by determining the direction of preferred propagation and crack 

tip stress values and stresses surrounding the crack. If crack tip stress, σt, is greater than the 

lithostatic load normal to the path of propagation, σLn, plus the tensile strength of the ice: 

€

σt ≥σLn +T0                          (20) 

then fracture propagation can occur.  

3.3.2 Finite element models 

In order to assess the stresses surrounding a fracture in Europa’s ice shell and the 

viability of sill emplacement by propagating the fracture, we perform analyses using a finite 

element program, FRANC2d (FRacture ANalysis Code) that was designed for incremental 

fracture analyses in two dimensions [Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1987]. The FRANC2d program 

calculates displacements/deformation due to imposed loads, specified boundary conditions, and 

material properties for a body of certain geometry. Stresses are calculated from the 

displacements and used with fracture mechanics theory to determine the direction and distance 
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that fractures can travel.  Figure 3.7 depicts the base model we analyze for sill emplacement.  A 

grid 20 km wide by 10 km deep (vertical dimension, H) represents the ice shell under plane 

strain mode, where the dimension in the third direction (into page), z, is assumed to be much 

larger than the dimensions in the horizontal, x, and vertical, y, directions.  Boundary conditions 

restrict the left and right sides to no movement in the horizontal direction and the bottom 

boundary is fixed in the vertical direction.  Material properties are set at expected values for 

Europa: for Young’s Modulus, E = 5 x 109 Pa [Haynes, 1978]; Poisson’s ratio, ν = .3 [Williams 

and Greeley, 1998]; and ρice = 900 kg/m3 [Nimmo, 2004]. The gravitational acceleration is 

applied as a body load, g = 1.3 m/s2 in the negative y direction. An initial vertical fracture is then 

emplaced from ~ 2 km below the top edge (Europa’s surface), based on locations of high tensile 

stresses modeled by Nimmo [2004], and extended down to the bottom edge to represent a 

fracture that opens to the ocean.  This vertical fracture is pressurized hydrostatically to represent 

the presence of the ocean water inside (see Equation 17).  

At any depth within the ice shell, emplacing a horizontal crack proves challenging as the 

overburden pressure from the ice (ρiceg(H-h)) will be greater than Pf and this may prevent a 

positive opening stress. However, an area of the shell may have a weakened or altered stress field 

from the vertical fracture emplacement itself, nearby subsurface cracks, and/or mechanical 

layering where a less dense layer overlies the fracture and lowers the overburden there. These 

factors would change the directions and values of the principal stresses and may enable 

horizontal crack growth. Here we modify the base model to analyze four factors that cause stress 

change and determine their sill emplacement capabilities: (1) layers with different material 

properties, (2) shallow cracks, (3) deep cracks at the base of the ice shell, and (4) shallow and 

deep cracks combined. 
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3.3.2.1  Model 1: Mechanical layering 

Using FRANC2d we formed two distinct material layers: one for the upper 2 km and the 

second below. The uppermost layer’s density was set to ρpi = 855 kg/m3 to represent a porosity of 

ϕ = 0.05 as determined necessary for band topography formation by Nimmo et al. [2003] for an ~ 

2 km thick elastic lithosphere.  This porosity value of 5% falls within the range observed in 

terrestrial glacier ice, although Earth-based 3.5- and 13-cm radar backscatter observations of 

Europa estimate higher porosities ranging from 33 to 94%, respectively [Black et al., 2001].  We 

apply the lower porosity to remain conservative with porosity in this model and to allow 

consideration of a stiff upper layer. The effects of higher porosities will be considered in future 

work.  The depth of the 5% porosity can be estimated at about half of the 3 km deep brittle layer 

following calculations by Nimmo et al. [2003]. The lower ice layer in our 2-layer finite element 

model has a density set at a higher value of ρbi = 1120 kg/m3 to represent briny ice [Williams and 

Greely, 1998].  The upper and lower layers were also assigned Young’s modulus values such 

that there was a difference of 2 orders of magnitude between them in order to represent a 

significantly colder, stiffer layer above a warmer layer. This magnitude difference in stiffness 

stems from terrestrial observations of gabbros and basalts layered with volcanic tuffs (numerical 

models by Gudmundsson and Brenner [2004]) and laboratory experiments of layered gelatins by 

Kavanagh et al. [2006]. 

Model results show that the fracture can propagate since the stress in front of the fracture 

is tensile and greater than the tensile strength of ice (Figure 3.8a).  Also, the analysis shows that 

the central fracture begins to turn slightly as it approaches the material interface (Figure 3.8b).  

Once the fracture propagates across the interface and into the upper layer, the propagation 
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direction turns significantly towards horizontal (> 45° turn). At this point, the FRANC2d 

program cannot continue to calculate fracture propagation across the material interface, but it is 

apparent that the material change from a less stiff and denser material to a stiffer, less dense 

material results in a significant change in the stress field and causes the fracture propagation 

direction to turn closer to horizontal. This analysis shows that material layering can indeed cause 

sizeable propagation direction changes. Results of experiments by Kavanagh et al. [2006] 

exploring water intruded into layers of gelatin with contrasting stiffness support these results.    

3.3.2.2 Model 2: Shallow subsurface cracks 

We also investigated a uniform ice shell with a pervasively fractured subsurface 

containing 16 cracks from the surface down to 1500 m. The central vertical fracture was 

emplaced at a depth of 2400 m to the shell base. Figure 3.9a shows this initial model set-up. The 

fracture was then hydrostatically pressurized and again, the stress field in front of the crack is 

tensile and greater than T0, which enables crack growth. Propagation occurred in 100 m steps.  

Figure 3.9b shows how the fracture path traveled vertically until approaching the shallow crack 

tips, where just a slight turn occurred.  Fracture theory predicts that the crack interaction between 

the central fracture and shallow crack tips will draw the central fracture towards the shallow 

cracks (e.g. Anderson, 2005; Gudmundsson, 2011), though this analysis shows that the turn is 

only slight and does not enable a ~km-wide sill to form. 

3.3.2.3 Model 3: Deep cracks at base of ice shell 

The third model investigated the suggestion of Fialko [2001] that multiple dike intrusions 

could change the stress field such that a subsequent intrusion would turn horizontal and emplace 
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a sill.  First, ten cracks were placed in the ice, extending from the base of the model up to a depth 

of 2300 m.  Then, a central, hydrostatically pressurized fracture was emplaced reaching from the 

base of the ice shell up to a depth of 2500 m. Figure 3.10a shows the base model and Figures 

3.10b and 3.10c show the path of subsequent propagation. Surrounding stresses are tensile and 

greater than ice tensile strength, which enables crack growth. For the first four steps (100 m 

each), the fracture moves vertically.  After this point, the fracture begins to turn slightly to the 

right. Then, at a depth of ~ 1500 m the fracture turns more significantly until at a depth of ~ 1366 

m propagation occurs horizontally (Figure 3.10b).  The orange line shows the direction of further 

propagation.  After only one step (100 m) in the horizontal direction, the fracture begins to 

propagate downward (Figure 3.10d). Figures 3.10b and c also show contours for the values of the 

principal stress, σ1, where positive values are tensile and negative are compressive. This 

downward growth occurs as a result of the low pressure in the fracture and the higher density of 

water vs. ice that causes a change in the direction of least compressive principal stress/highest 

tensile principal stress.  

As with the shallow crack model, from the knowledge of how cracks in a certain 

proximity to one another interact and affect the surrounding stress field, we did expect that the 

central fracture would gravitate towards the nearby crack tips (e.g. Anderson, 2005; 

Gudmundsson, 2011).  The horizontal turn occurred more for the deep crack model than for the 

shallow one, indicating that the deep cracks had a more pronounced effect on the stress field 

surrounding the central fracture.  The fracture turn likely occurred due to the low position of the 

deep cracks that acted to draw the main fracture downwards. This effect can be seen in Figures 

3.11 a and b, which show the stress field surrounding the central fracture for the shallow crack 

model and the deep crack model, respectively. In the shallow crack model, tensile stresses 
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occurred only at the very tip of the fracture, but in the deep crack model the tensile stresses 

occurred along a much larger portion of the fracture.   

3.3.2.4 Model 4: Shallow and deep cracks 

Building on the results found in Models 2 and 3, we employed both the shallow and deep 

cracks simultaneously in an attempt to achieve significant propagation direction turn towards 

horizontal and to increase the horizontal propagation distance achieved. Twelve shallow cracks 

from the surface to 1 km depth were added above 10 deep cracks running from the base of the 

ice shell up to 2300 m depth (Figure 3.12a). We then emplaced a central, hydrostatically 

pressurized fracture from the ocean up to 2500 m depth and propagated it towards the surface. 

Figures 3.12 b and c show the path of crack propagation.  One can observe how the fracture turns 

towards the left and reaches a horizontal distance of ~ 250 m from the starting point.  This 

horizontal extent occurs at a depth of ~ 1200 m where the fracture then begins to propagate 

downwards due to the low remaining internal pressure (~ 2 x 105 Pa) and the surrounding stress 

field as the fracture approaches the shallow crack.  Further propagation can occur, although with 

increasing fracture length the internal pressure will continue to drop.   

We can gain insight into why the fracture turned and was able to propagate more 

horizontally by noticing the change in stress over the course of fracture propagation. Figure 3.13 

show snapshots of the σ1 stress field throughout the fracture propagation from a depth of 1700m 

up to 1213 m.  One can note the area of positive tensile stresses that occur surrounding the 

fracture tip and that extend towards the shallow subsurface cracks.  The stress fields around the 

deep cracks from the base of the ice shell are a negative compressive stress (dark red) and 

contribute to the crack turning horizontally as also occurred for the deep crack model (Model 3).  
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As previously mentioned, the theory of fracture mechanics and observations in crustal structures 

on Earth support these findings, as stress fields surrounding cracks will interact and change stress 

fields that may then enable horizontal crack propagation [e.g. Gudmundsson, 2011]. Here, our 

finite element model shows that the presence of the deep cracks at the base of the ice shell 

enables the fracture to turn more horizontal and the interaction of the stresses at the propagating 

fracture tip with the nearby shallow cracks allows further ~ horizontal propagation before being 

drawn downwards.  

3.4  Sill Lifetime 
In addition to mechanical issues concerning the formation of a liquid water sill within 

Europa’s ice shell, there are potential thermal issues concerning a sill’s lifetime in the liquid 

state. The sill must remain liquid long enough to transfer heat to and thin, the overlying 

lithosphere in order for fractures to form alongside the ridges.  According to thermal models 

performed by Dombard et al., [2013; 2007], a sill must heat the overlying ice for ~ 100 thousand 

years.  To determine the sill lifetime, we first calculated if the water would convect.  For a layer 

of fluid between parallel plates, convection will occur if the Rayleigh number, Ra, is greater than 

~1000 (Bejan,1995).  Ra for the sill is defined as:  

Ra = gρwaD
3ΔT

µκ
(21) 

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient, D is the sill thickness, and ΔT is the temperature 

difference between the water and ice.  Applying values expected for Europa of g = 1.3 m/s2, ρw = 
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1000 kg/m3, a = 10-4 1/°C, D = 10 m, a small ΔT = 1°C, µ = 10-3 Pa s, and κ = 10-7 m2/s, a Ra = 

1013 results and indicates convection.  Heat lost over time, τs, then follows the relationship: 

€

q ~
kΔT
D

Ra
1
3 (22) 

τ s ≈
ρwLD
q

(23) 

where q is heat out, k is the thermal conductivity and L is the latent heat. Calculations show sill 

lifetime for a 10 - 100 m thick sill to be on the order of ~ 10 hours to a few days for k = 0.5 

W/(m °C) and L = 3.3 x 103 J/kg.  These are much shorter lifetimes than the ~ 100 kyrs 

suggested as needed to thin the overlying lithosphere for double ridge flexure formation.  A 

thicker sill and/or replenishment of the sill with the warmer ocean water from below may 

increase the lifetime. These possibilities are explored further in the following discussion section. 

3.5  Discussion 
In this project, we suggested a mechanism for emplacing a shallow water sill in Europa’s 

ice shell and investigated three essential components of the process to assess its viability: (1) 

vertical water flow speed, (2) horizontal fracture propagation and (3) sill lifetime.  With a 

vertical fracture in place, ocean water driven by the ice layer overburden can flow up to a 

shallow depth below the surface (up to about neutral buoyancy at 1 km depth).  We find that the 

flow of water up the ~ 10 km tall fracture will be subsonic and turbulent at an estimated upper-

end speed of ~ 100 m/s.  The actual water velocity will flow at a somewhat slower speed, 

however, due to the friction along the fracture walls and the fact that driving pressure will 
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decrease as the flow moves upwards. An average between the velocity of 100 m/s at the initial 

driving pressure and the final velocity of ~50 m/s (approximated at ~ 2 km depth) at the lower 

driving pressure is about 75 m/s.  An average speed horizontally within the fracture will range 

from ~ 50 m/s at the base to ~ 25 m/s at 2 km depth.  An overall average speed is then 

approximately 50 m/s.  At this lower estimated vertical velocity, the time for the water to reach a 

shallow depth of a couple kilometers is only about 3.33 minutes.  At the slowest speed of 25 m/s, 

the water would reach the shallow subsurface in ~ 6.66 minutes.  These times are much shorter 

than the estimated conductive lifetime of ~ 3 years. 

In considering turbulent fluid flow, eddies occur that decrease flow speed within a thin 

layer near the fracture walls. For fluid flows, research shows that eddies essentially increase the 

viscosity of the flow, though the effects are non-linear and difficult to estimate.  Typically, wind-

tunnel tests are performed or in-situ data is collected to determine turbulent eddy viscosity and 

its effects. For this analysis, we determine that the fluid flow will have to reach a very slow 

speed of ~ 8 x 10-5 m/s to take the ~ 3 years of conductive lifetime to reach the ~ 2 km deep 

location. The turbulent eddies should not decrease the flow to such an extreme and therefore 

complete freezing will not occur before the ocean water reaches the shallow subsurface. 

Once the water reaches a shallow depth within the ice shell, a change in the surrounding 

stress field could cause the water to fracture the ice in a more horizontal direction. We applied 

finite element models to determine the effects of mechanical layering, shallow surface cracks, 

multiple deep crack events, and the combination of shallow and deep cracks on the stress field 

near the central fracture (Figures 3.7-3.13). In all model cases, the stress surrounding the crack is 

tensile and high enough to overcome the ice tensile strength in order to initiate a crack. Results 

of the mechanical layering model showed that increased porosity in the shallow subsurface and 
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briny ice in the deeper layers are two possible factors that can change the overall stress field to 

one that enables a turn in propagation direction towards horizontal as the fracture crosses the 

material contact. Our analyses, however, requires further work to determine the action of the 

crack after crossing the contact. 

Three additional models considered the effects of shallow and/or deep cracks. Model 2 

with shallow cracks only resulted in a slight propagation direction turn and short horizontal 

propagation distance.  Model 3 with deep cracks only, resulted in a larger propagation direction 

turn, but only a small horizontal propagation distance. Last, results for Model 4, that contains 

both shallow and deep cracks, showed a significant fracture propagation turn towards horizontal 

out to a distance of ~ 250 m.  This result is promising and the effect of distance between the 

shallow and deep cracks will be analyzed further in future work to determine if a certain crack 

spacing might enable ~ km wide sills.   

The last factor investigated for sills related to double ridge flanking fracture formation 

was sill lifetime.  Dombard et al. [2013] finds that a shallow sill, ~ 1 km below the surface, 

needs to transfer heat to the overlying brittle layer for thousands of years to cause appropriate 

thinning.  However, our analysis finds that an ~ 10 – 100 m thick sill will convect and transfer all 

it’s heat out in a matter of ~10 hrs to a few days.  The fracture may remain open to the ocean for 

a period of time that would allow water replenishment and extend the sill lifetime.  Brine 

formation during freezing of the sill edges could possibly drive replenishment and assist with 

keeping the fracture open. 

The stress field could also be altered by the thickening of the brittle-elastic layer with 

increasing distance from the warm vertical fracture, similar to a mechanism suggested by 

Grandin et al. [2012] for lateral dike propagation beneath terrestrial rifts and mid-ocean ridges. 
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There, thickening of the brittle crust thickness with increased distance from the magma source 

induces a horizontal stress gradient that Grandin et al. [2012] suggests causes the lateral dike 

propagation.  This mechanism could occur on Europa where the transition between elastic and 

ductile ice that occurs at around 1-2 km below the surface and the brittle ice layer thickens with 

increasing horizontal distance from the warmer, fluid-filled vertical fracture. This mechanism 

was not investigated here, but will be explored further in future analyses. 

3.6  Conclusions 
Overall, our analyses show that the emplacement of a shallow, ~ few km wide sill with a 

lifetime on the order of 1000s of years in Europa’s ice shell proves challenging but shows 

promise. Fracturing from the shallow subsurface (as analyzed by Manga and Wang [2007]) 

enables ocean water to reach the shallow subsurface before freezing would occur (flow velocity 

analysis in Section 3.2). Finite element models show that the stress field surrounding a fracture 

in Europa’s ice shell would be tensile and at levels greater than the tensile strength of ice at 104 

to 106 Pa. Also, a change in stress field due to mechanical layering and/or shallow and deep 

subsurface cracks could enable horizontal fracture propagation (Section 3.3). Mechanisms such 

as that suggested by Grandin et al. [2012] warrants further analysis to determine the ability to 

enable horizontal fracturing. The greatest challenge for sill emplacement and contribution to 

double ridge flanking fractures, however, lies in the short sill lifetime (~ days; see Section 3.4) 

compared to the needed 1000s of years to achieve adequate thinning of the overlying lithosphere 

(as determined by Dombard et al. [2013]).  
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Tables 

Table 3.1 Symbols – Roman characters 

Symbol Definition Value Units
a thermal expansion coefficient 10-3 1/C
B bulk modulus of water 2.2 x 109 Pa
c speed of sound in water ~ 1500 m/s
D sill thickness 10 - 100 m
d depth varies m
E Young's modulus of ice 5.00E+09 Pa
E* Plane-strain Young's modulus = E/(1-!) Pa
f body forces n/a varies

G
ice shear modulus      

(Weeks and Assur 1967) 2 GPa
g acceleration due to gravity 1.3 m s-2

l dike height ~ 10 km
K Stress intensity factor n/a Pa m1/2

Kc Critical stress intensity factor n/a Pa m1/2

KI Mode I stress intensity factor Equations 18 & 19 Pa m1/2

KIc Mode I critcal stress intensity factor varies Pa m1/2

k thermal conductivity 0.5 W (m C)-1

L latent heat 3.3 x 103 J kg-1

P pressure varies Pa
P0 pressure at ice shell base Equation 1 Pa
Pf fracture internal fluid pressure Equation 17 Pa
q heat out Equation 21 W m-2

Ra Rayleigh number Equation 21 n/a
Re Reynolds number Equation 5 n/a
!T Temperature difference 1 C
T0 Tensile strength of host medium (ice) 104 to 106 Pa
t time n/a s

vmax fluid velocity at fracture base Equations 6, 10 & 12 m s-1

w fracture width 10 to 100 m
y vertical direction n/a n/a
z direction into page n/a n/a
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Table 3.2 Symbols – Greek characters and other 

Symbol Definition Value Units

α
Dundur parameter - difference in 
extensional or uniaxial stiffness Equation 14 n/a

β
Dundur parameter - volumetric or 

areal stiffness mismatch Equation 15 n/a

κ
thermal diffusivity of water 

(Blumm et al., 2007) 10-7 m2s-1

µ dynamic viscosity of water 10-3 Pa s
ν Poisson's ratio for ice 0.3 n/a
ρice density of ice 900 kg m-3

ρw density of water 1000 or 1200 kg m-3

σ stress varies Pa
σL vertical lithostatic stress ρ icegD Pa

σLn

lithostatic load normal to direction of 
propagation varies Pa

σ t crack tip stress varies Pa
σx horizontal stress Equation 4 Pa
σy vertical stress varies Pa

σ3

least compressive principal stress/ 
maximum tensile principal stress varies Pa

τd dike heat transfer time Equation 2 s
τs sill heat transfer time Equation 23 s

subscript 1 layer 1 - top layer
subscript 2 layer 2 - bottom layer
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Figures 

Figure 3.1 Image of the Androgeos Linea double ridge morphology on Europa’s surface (14.7°N 
273.4°W).  Arrows indicate the locations of flanking, subparallel fractures. (From Dombard et 
al., 2013) 
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Figure 3.2 Cross-sectional sketch of the double ridge morphology (modified from Dombard et 
al., 2013) showing a shallow (~1 - 2 km deep) cryomagmatic sill in the subsurface. As modeled 
by Dombard et al. (2013), heat transferred from the sill (represented by dashed isotherms) 
locally thins the overlying ice layer and enables surface flexure and formation of flanking 
fractures from ridge loading. 
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Figure 3.3 Sill emplacement steps: a. Stress grows in cooling, thickening ice shell and vertical 
fracture initiates; b. Vertical fracture propagates up and down; c. Fracture reaches ocean and 
water flows up to ~ 1-2 km depth; d. Sill grows horizontally through fracturing 
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Figure 3.4 Sill emplacement mechanisms: a. Mechanical layering, b. Shallow cracks, c. Deep 
cracks, d. Thickening of brittle-ductile layer 
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Figure 3.5 a. Shows Mode I – opening fracture type b. Through crack in infinite plate 
 

b. 
a. 

Mode 1 - Opening 
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Figure 3.7 Base model setup. 10 km x 20 km grid representing the ice shell on Europa.  A 
vertical fracture extends from the base edge to 2 km below the surface and is pressurized 
hydrostatically, Pf, starting at P0 = ρicegH at the base, then decreasing as P0 – ρwgh.  Remaining 
pressure may drive horizontal fracturing if a change in stress field is encountered. 

!"

#$" Figure 3.6 Edge crack in semi-infinite plate – could 
represent start of horizontal sill off vertical fracture 
into ice shell. a is the crack length and σt is the 
opening stress at the crack tip that must be greater 
than the lithostatic load + tensile strength of ice 
(see Equation 18). 
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Figure 3.8. Mechanical layering model. Uppermost 2 km have a density of ρpi = 855 kg/m3 to 
represent a porosity of ϕ = 0.05 [Nimmo et al., 2003] and the lower 8 km material has a density 
of ρbi = 1120 kg/m3 to represent briny ice [Williams and Greely, 1998]. The top layer has a 
Young’s modulus of E1 = 5e11 Pa to represent a stiffer, colder upper layer and the lower layer 
has E2 = 5e9 Pa [Haynes, 1978]. a. σ1 field around fracture at 2005 m depth (just below material 
interface)  b. One can note the turn in the fracture direction just before the material interface and 
the increased turn after crossing the interface.  Franc2d does not allow further computation after 
the interface crossing. 

Material 
interface 

Fracture 
tip 

Fracture 
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Figure 3.9. Shallow subsurface crack model: 16 cracks from surface to 1500 m depth. a. Orange 
line shows propagation direction when tip of central, pressurized fracture is at 2400 m depth. b. 
Fracture only turns slightly to left (< 1m) when approaching base of crack tips 

a. 

b.
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Figure 3.10 a. Deep crack model with cracks reaching up to 2300 m depth and central, 
pressurized fracture tip at 2500 m depth. b. Fracture propagates upwards until turning horizontal 
at depth of ~ 1360 m (orange line indicates direction of further propagation). Right side shows 
contour of principal stress, σ1, with positive values denoting tensile stress and negative values 
indicating compressive stresses. c. propagates one step horizontally (100 m step size), then turns 
downward (orange line indicates direction). Right side shows contour of principal stress, σ1 (sign 
convention same as for b.) 

b. 

c. 

a. 
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Figure 3.11 Zoomed in view of σ1 values for the a. Shallow crack model b. Deep crack model 
Central fracture tip is located at (0, -2400m) (Positive values = tensile, negative values = 
compressive) 

 

a. 

b. 

Shallow crack tips 
at 1500 m depth 
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Figure 3.12 a. Shallow and Deep Cracks model. Orange mesh shows area around central 
fracture. b. Propagation path of central fracture nearing subsurface crack (orange line indicates 
direction of propagation) c. After reaching ~ 250 m of horizontal propagation distance, the 
propagation begins to occur in a downward direction but continues to propagate until ~ 400 m 
horizontally. 
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Figure 3.13  σ1 field for propagation of fracture in the Shallow and Deep Cracks model. Fracture 
begins propagation at (0, -2400).  Depths of fracture tip at: a. -1700 m , b. -1501 m, c. -1403 m. 
d. Fracture begins traversing horizontally around this depth. Fracture tip is at: (-86, -1311), e. (-
203, -1222) f. (-302, -1213) 
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4 Dike induced stress and permeability changes: Implications for 
hydrothermal fluid flux on Earth and Mars 

 

Abstract:   

We apply a finite element program to investigate the effects of dike propagation on 

permeability and stress in the adjacent crust on Earth and Mars. The model presented here 

provides a more complete picture of the effects of dike emplacement on stress and permeability 

change as a process for driving water and heat to the surface in terrestrial and Martian 

environments. Previous studies applied permeability change within a dike damage zone to assess 

fluid and heat outputs at mid-ocean ridges [Germanovich et al., 2000; Lowell and Germanovich, 

1995; Germanovich et al., 2011] and beneath dike induced fissures on Mars [Hanna and 

Phillips, 2006].   By considering both damage zone increased permeability and dike induced 

decreases in permeability outside of the damage zone, our models determine where boundary 

layer will flow and assess if flow can occur at adequate rates and with sufficient volumes to 

produce the event plumes at terrestrial mid-ocean ridges and flooding events on Mars.  Results 

determine that heat out for a 200 km long dike releasing heat over a day provides ~ 5 x 1016 J 

which falls within the expected event plume range of 1014 – 1016 J. Our models also find that 

flow next to a dike on Mars would occur mainly through the damage zone at adequate flow rates 

for formation of Athabasca Valles.  Total volume required, however, requires recharging to 

occur between flood events.  Comparison of stresses from dike emplacement with those 

calculated by Hanna and Phillips finds fairly good agreement. 
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4.1  Introduction 

As mentioned previously, hydrothermal systems exist abundantly on Earth [e.g. Lowell et 

al., 2008; Germanovich et al., 2000] and likely exist on many planetary bodies in our solar 

system [Gulick et al., 1997; Craft and Lowell, 2012].  Combining the hydrothermal circulation 

and fracture modeling methods applied in Chapters 2 and 3, dike-driven hydrothermal systems 

can be explored from the stage of initial dike emplacement through to the hydrothermally driven 

expulsion of water to the surface (or seafloor).  Here, I apply finite element modeling to 

determine the change of permeability of the crust adjacent to a dike intrusion for both a terrestrial 

mid-ocean ridge system and an analogous system on Mars.  Permeability change results are then 

applied in hydrothermal circulation models and used to determine the likelihood of dike 

formation as a driving mechanism for event plumes observed at mid-ocean ridges and for 

formation of fluvial features on Mars. 

 At mid-ocean ridges, large, sudden increases in heat output have been recorded during 

event plumes suggesting that an increase in permeability of the crust could enable increased fluid 

flow. Lowell and Germanovich [1995] and Germanovich et al. [2000] argue that during dike 

emplacement, a damage zone forms at the dike margins with greatly increased permeability and 

that the increased permeability along with thermal buoyancy can result in the formation of event 

plumes. Here we consider the effects of higher permeability along the dike margin as well as 

stress-induced permeability changes at a mid-ocean ridge following a diking event using the dike 

propagation approach of Sim [2004]. Germanovich et al. [2000] do not consider the effects of 

dike-induced compressive stresses on crustal permeability or pressurization of the crustal aquifer. 

 Dike intrusion has also occurred on Mars and hydrothermal activity likely resulted at some 
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locations over Mars’s history and possibly also in the geologically recent past. Evidence of 

hydrothermal activity includes observations of abundant volcanic formations and orbiter and 

rover observations of deposits indicated to be of hydrothermal origin [e.g. Murchie et al., 2007; 

2009; Bibring et al., 2004; Squyres et al., 2008; Yen et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2008]. The 

largest volcano in the solar system, Olympus Mons, resides on Mars along with many others. 

Geologically recent volcanic activity has also occurred, with surface evidence suggesting 

volcanic flows as recent as within the last few tens of millions of years [Hauber et al., 2011]. 

Morphology also suggests dikes have propagated near the volcanic uplift regions, forming faults, 

fissures and grabens [e.g. Wilson and Head, 2002]. The dikes may have induced circulation of 

subsurface water (ice and/or liquid) forming a hydrothermal system capable of driving water to 

the surface and forming morphology observed there [e.g. Craft and Lowell, 2012].  

Our second investigation focuses on the Athabasca Valles region of Mars (Figure 4.1) 

that was likely carved out by groundwater flooding episodes emanating from fissures formed by 

subsurface dike emplacements [Burr et al., 2002a; Head et al., 2003]. This work stems in part 

from the analysis of Hanna and Phillips [2006] who modeled the stresses resulting from an ~ 

instantaneous dike emplacement and the ensuing pore pressure distribution to determine if a 

sufficient amount of water could be rapidly forced to the surface to form the flood features 

Mangala and Athabasca Valles. Their analyses assume instantaneous dike emplacement and 

predicts an initial, approximately infinite stress near the dike margin resulting in initially high 

discharge rates. By considering that dike propagation occurs over time, a more gradual 

permeability change with depth likely results and leads to a closer approximation to initial fluid 

flow rates.  Terrestrial basaltic dike growth rates are estimated at between ~1 m/s and 10 m/s 

[Spera, 1980; Spence and Turcotte, 1985]. Moreover, Hanna and Phillips investigate only the 
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fluid flow resulting from pressurization of the groundwater aquifer as a result of diking. They do 

not consider changes in crustal permeability in the damage zone (except to make the assumption 

that water flow will not meet any resistance there), nor the changes in permeability resulting 

from dike induced compressive stresses away from the dike margin. 

Our models of dike emplacement consider the gradual stress changes over the 

propagation period and relate these to permeability change for two planetary environments, a 

terrestrial mid-ocean ridge system and a dike-driven system on Mars. The Methodology section 

below describes: the application of a finite element program, FRANC2d, to emplace a dike and 

determine the surrounding stress field (Section 4.2.1); how changes in crustal stresses relate to 

changes in permeabilities (Section 4.2.2); description of damage zone permeability change 

caused by a dike intrusion following work by Germanovich et al. [2000] (Section 4.2.3); and 

how the permeability changes are implemented into boundary layer calculations for water and 

heat flux calculations in the adjacent hydrothermal system (Section 4.2.4). Section 4.3, 

Terrestrial Ocean-Ridge System, describes the investigation of a magmatic lens emplaced below 

the seafloor, subsequent dike propagation, and resulting crustal permeabilities, water and heat 

fluxes. The heat output results are compared with data recorded for event plume (megaplume) 

heat outputs of 1014 to 1017 J that occur in a matter of days [Baker et al. 1987; 1989; 1995; Baker, 

1998].  A similar study for a Martian dike-driven hydrothermal system is then described in 

Section 4.4. Water flow rates and discharge volumes are compared to values estimated for the 

formation of Athabasca Valles. We also compare our models with the previous dike 

emplacement study by Hanna and Phillips [2006]. We end with discussion and conclusions on 

the effects of dike emplacement on permeability and water flow for both terrestrial and Martian 

dike-driven hydrothermal systems. 
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4.2  Methodology 

4.2.1 Dike emplacement and stress field calculation 

The 2-D finite element program FRANC2D (FRacture ANalysis Code) was employed to 

propagate a dike from a subsurface magma body through the crust. FRANC2d calculates 

displacements and stresses expected within a body of certain geometry under imposed loads and 

specified boundary conditions and material properties [Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1987]. 

FRANC2d can then determine the direction of propagation for a fracture using the calculated 

stress results.  In fracture mechanics, cracks are known to propagate perpendicular to the 

direction of greatest principal tensile stress (or least principal compressive stress) [e.g. Anderson, 

2005; Gudmundsson, 2011].  Our investigations here propagate a dike from a magmatic lens 

pressurized 1% over the lithostatic load.  The dike is pressurized hydrostatically during 

propagation.  The pressure inside the crack varies with depth as: 

 

        

€ 

Pd = P1 − ρmgh                                                               (1) 

 

where Pd is the dike pressure, P1 is the pressure at the base of the dike = 1.01 * σL, ρm is the 

density of magma, and h is the distance above the lens. Tables 4.1a and 4.1b list the values for 

the Roman and Greek variables, respectively. Once the dike is emplaced, we query the resulting 

stresses surrounding the dike to calculate changes in permeability.  
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4.2.2 Calculations of crustal permeability change 

Changes in crustal permeability in the region adjacent to the dike were determined by 

calculating the effect of the stress change induced by dike emplacement on the in-situ cracks 

present there. Here we present the derivation of the relationship between initial permeability and 

the change under an applied stress/outside force as described by Germanovich [personal comm., 

2013].  Figure 4.2a shows the geometry assumed for an initial set of vertical, parallel cracks in 

the crust.  The permeability for this region of cracks is calculated as:  

€

Kz =
w3

12S
(2) 

where Kz, is the permeability through the cracks, w is the crack width, and S is the average 

spacing between cracks. Applying Darcy’s law that considers viscous flow through a porous 

medium, we can express fluid flow rate through the cracks, q(z), as: 

€

q(z) = −
Kz

µ
∂P
∂z (3) 

where µ is the fluid viscosity and P is the driving pressure. The flow rate normal to the set of 

cracks is defined as: 

€

q x( ) = −
1
2µ

x x − w( )∂P
∂z

(4) 
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The effective fluid flow rate, 

€ 

q , across cracks can be expressed as: 

 

€ 

q =
1
S

qdS =
S
∫ −

K*

µ
∂P
∂z

                                                       (5) 

 

where K* is the effective permeability.  Following equation (2) we can express K* as: 

 

€ 

K* =
w3

12S
                                                                   (6) 

 

Then, combining equations (5) and (6): 

 

                  

€ 

q = −
w3

12Sµ
∂P
∂z

                                                             (7) 

 

which can be rewritten as 

€ 

q =
w
S

q  and average flow rate, 

€ 

q : 

 

   

€ 

q = − w2

12µ
∂P
∂z

                                                              (8) 

 

Now, looking at a larger area where a group of sparsely located (non-intersecting) cracks occur 

(as shown in Figure 4.2b), 

€ 

q  can be expressed as the integral of q over the volume, V, or in this 

2D case, the area A: 
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€

q =
1
V

q
V
∫ dV =

1
A

q
A
∫ dA (9) 

where, for each individual crack with an area, A1, and flow rate, q1, for a number of cracks, n, in 

the area, A: 

€

q =
1
A
n q1
A1

∫ dA1 (10) 

The number of cracks per unit area is defined as N = n/A.  Then we can solve for 

€

q as: 

€

q = N dy
−a

a

∫ q y,z( )dz =
−w 2

w 2

∫ N dy
−a

a

∫ w y( )q y( )              (11) 

where a is the half-length of the crack centered at the origin (0,0) (see Figure 4.2b). Combining 

equation (11) with equation (8) gives: 

€

q = −N dy
−a

a

∫ w3 y( )
12µ

∂P
∂x

dy (12) 

Then for 

€

w y( ) = wmax 1−
y 2
a2 , where wmax is the maximum crack width, 

€

q =
−N
12µ

∂P
∂x

wmax
3 1−

y 2

a2
$ 

% 
& 

' 

( 
) 

3
2

dy
−a

a

∫
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−N
12µ

∂P
∂x

wmax
3 a 1−

y 2

a2
$ 

% 
& 

' 

( 
) 

3
2

d
y
a−a

a

∫  

€ 

−N
12µ

∂P
∂x

wmax
3 a 1− u2( )

3
2du

−1

1

∫                                                  (13) 

 

If we let 

€ 

I = 1− u2( )3 2
−1

1

∫ du
, then equation (13) is expressed: 

 

                   

€ 

q = −
Nawmax

3

12µ
∂P
∂x

I                                                              (14) 

 

Following equations (6), (7) and combining with (14) we can write an expression for the new 

permeability, K*, as: 

 

                         

€ 

K* = −
Nawmax

3

12
I                                                                 (15) 

 

For an initial crack that is pulled apart by outside forces, the width, w, and length, l, scale with 

the acting force, P, and Young’s modulus, E, of the matrix the crack resides in as: 

 

      

€ 

w
l

= C P
E

                                                                (16) 

 

where C is a constant defined as C ≈ 2 (1-ν2), and ν is Poisson’s ratio.  The ratio w/l is the crack 

aspect ratio, β.  For a crack with some initial opening, w0, under opening force, P0, wmax=w0+Δw, 
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and Px=P+ΔP. Then 

€

Δw = C
P
E
l (17) 

and 

         

€

wmax = w0 +C ΔP
E
l (18) 

then combining equation (15) and (18): 

€

K* =
NaI
12

w0 +C ΔP
E
l

# 

$ 
% 

& 

' 
( 
3

(19) 

where for 

€

K0 =
NaI
12

w0
3 (20) 

equation (19) is now expressed as: 

€

K∗ = K0 1+
C
β
ΔP
E

% 

&' 
( 

)*

3

(21) 
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which relates initial permeability, K0, and the change in stress perpendicular to the dike, ΔP, 

before and after dike emplacement.  

 Typical terrestrial crack aspect ratios range from 10-2 to 10-5 [Rubin, 1995; Germanovich 

pers. comm. 2013] and we assume the cracks in the Martian crust will also fall within this range 

as the Martian crust has similar rock properties and stress fields to those observed at mid-ocean 

ridges.  In this study, we investigate the sensitivity of permeability change to a range of aspect 

ratios and Young’s Modulus, particular to each hydrothermal environment (terrestrial mid-ocean 

ridge or Mars).  Initial permeability, K0, of the crust for the terrestrial systems is estimated at 10-

13 m2, following the study by Germanovich et al. [2000] of a terrestrial mid-ocean ridge system 

and at K0 = 10-12 m2 for the Martian system following the model by Hanna and Phillips [2006]. 

 

4.2.3 Description of damage zone permeability change 

 Dike propagation through the crust will cause disruption and fracturing of the surrounding 

material.  Observations of an increased density of cracks close to the dike margin and their 

absence at a distance of more than a few dike widths such as at the Susanville ophiolite in 

California [Coleman, 1977; Xenophontos and Bond, 1978] led Germanovich et al. [2000] to 

suggest that the high density of cracks near the dike were formed during the new dike’s intrusion 

into a colder dike complex. An increased permeability zone may therefore occur along the sides 

of a dike as the dike propagates through the crust. Based on field observations by Germanovich 

et al., [2000] damage zone permeabilities are estimated to range from K= 10-10 to 10-8 m2 in a 

zone where the original permeability was K = 10-13 m2. We apply this change in permeability 

(ΔK = ~ 103 to 105 ) to damage zone permeability change in terrestrial mid-ocean ridge and 

Martian settings.  We also follow the observations of Germanovich et al. [2000] that estimate the 
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damage zone width is equal to about one dike width.  

 

4.2.4 Water flow rate and heat flux calculations 

 Following dike emplacement, and assuming adjacent water saturated porous crust, heat 

from the dike will induce circulation and drive water to the surface. Figure 4.3 depicts the dike-

driven hydrothermal system.  Depending on the width of the boundary layer, we apply the 

permeabilities determined by Equation (21) and/or damage zone permeabilities and implement 

boundary layer calculations, as described below, to determine fluid and heat flow rates of the 

hydrothermal systems. These calculations are for a steady-state, single-phase (liquid) system and 

so provide an upper limit estimate for the fluid and heat flow rates. A thorough description of the 

boundary layer theory with application to Mars is given in Craft and Lowell [2012] and for a 

terrestrial mid-ocean ridge system in Craft and Lowell [2009].  The essential equations applied 

here include the vertical water velocity, v: 

 

€ 

v = ρ∞gα f Tw −T∞( )K /µ[ ] & f η( )                                          (22) 

 

and temperature, T:  

€ 

T = " f η( ) Tw −T∞( ) + T∞                                                 (23) 

 

where ρ∞ is the density of the water at an infinite distance from the dike wall, g is the 

acceleration due to gravity, αf is coefficient of thermal expansion for water, Tw is the temperature 

at the dike wall, T∞ is the temperature of the water at an infinite distance from the dike wall, K is 

the permeability of the crust, µ is the dynamic viscosity of water, and f’(η) is the dimensionless 
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function that is equal to the dimensionless temperature function, θ(η): 

 

€ 

θ(η) =
T −T∞
Tw −T∞

                                                        (24) 

 

where f(η): 

 

€ 

f η( ) =
ψ

κRa
1
2

                                                        (25) 

 

 where ψ is the stream function, κ is the effective thermal diffusivity = λ/(ρ∞cf), λ is the thermal 

conductivity of the rock-water mixture, cf is the specific heat of the water, and η is the 

dimensionless parameter: 

 

€ 

η = Ra
1
2 x y                                                          (26) 

 

where x and y are the horizontal and vertical distances with origins at the dike wall and base, 

respectively, and Ra is the Rayleigh number: 

 

€ 

Ra =
ρ∞gα f K(Tw −T∞)y

µκ
                                                   (27) 

 

The values for f’(η) are given in Figure 4.4.  The thickness of the boundary layer, δ, can be 

calculated: 
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€ 

δ =
ηδ y
Ra

1
2

                                                              (28) 

 

where ηδ is the value of η at the boundary layer edge, which we assume to be when θ = f’(η) = 

0.01, or in other words, within 1% of the edge. According to the values shown in Figure 4.4 and 

given in Tables 1a and 1b, ηδ = 6.6.  For boundary layer theory to be applicable to a system, the 

ratio of the layer thickness to dike height, δ/H must be < 0.1.  As noted by Equations (27 and 28), 

δ varies as K-1/2 and therefore we will verify that each dike height and permeability combination 

meets the δ/H < 0.1 criteria for boundary layer modeling. 

 Heat flow, Q, can be calculated by integrating the advective heat flux across the boundary 

layer: 

 

       

€ 

Q = ρ f vTc f dx
0

δ

∫                                                             (29) 

 

where ρf is the density of water. Water volume flow rate per unit length of the dike is calculated 

across the boundary layer: 

 

     

€ 

ΦVol = vdx
0

δ

∫
                                                               (30) 

 

Total water flow volumes can then be calculated over the lifetime of the dike, which is estimated 

as the conductive lifetime: 
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€ 

τ ~ w
2

κ
                                                                   (31) 

 

where w is the dike width.  For our terrestrial model, we compare heat flux results to the 

terrestrial ocean ridge estimates for event plumes of ~ 1014 to 1017 J (Baker et al. 1987; 1989; 

1995; Baker, 1998). Water flow rates and total water volume discharge values are calculated for 

Mars to compare to estimated values for formation of the flood feature, Athabasca Valles.  We 

also calculate the expected stress change response of the crust to the dike induced stresses for 

comparison to the values obtained by the Hanna and Phillips [2006] tectonic-hydrologic model 

for formation of Athabasca Valles. 

 

4.3  Terrestrial Dike Emplacement 

 At mid-ocean ridges, large, sudden increases in heat output of ~1014 - 1017 J, have been 

recorded during event plumes that last over a few days.  Studies by Lowell and Germanovich 

[1995] and Germanovich et al. [2000] suggest that a damage zone can form during dike 

emplacement that increases permeability at the dike margins from an initial 10-13 m2 to between 

10-10 – 10-8 m2, and that, in combination with a zone of porosity ≥ 1%, would enable a significant 

event plume to occur with a heat output of ~ 1017 J.  The initial permeability was approximated 

through field observations of crack patterns in ophiolites [Nehlig and Juteau, 1988; van 

Everdingen, 1995] and hydrothermal system models [e.g. Lowell and Germanovich, 1995; 

Wilcock and McNabb, 1996; Cherkaoui et al., 1997] to range between 10-13 to 10-8 m2.  Our 

study adds to the flow calculations of Germanovich et al. [2000] and Lowell and Germanovich 

[1995] and provides a more complete understanding of the effects of dike emplacement on the 
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hydrothermal system below a mid-ocean ridge by also considering stress and permeability 

change outside of the damage zone.  Dike emplacement causes compressional stress in the crust 

that can decrease permeability.  Our study calculates the dike-induced permeabilities and applies 

boundary layer theory to estimate steady-state water flow rates and heat output for comparison to 

event plume heat outputs.  

 

4.3.1 Model Set-up 

We began our study by modeling the emplacement of a terrestrial ocean ridge dike 

intrusion with the finite element program, FRANC2d.  Figure 4.5a shows the model set-up. The 

investigation followed the model by Sim [2004] of a 1-km wide, 100-m thick magmatic lens 

emplaced 1 km below the seafloor and pressurized at 1% over the vertical load (lithostatic + 

seawater pressure). The lens was placed within a 20 km wide x 70 km deep grid representing the 

oceanic crust. Boundary conditions included fixing the left and right grid boundaries in the x 

(horizontal) direction and fixing the bottom boundary in the y (vertical) direction, while the top 

boundary remained free.  Terrestrial gravity, gE = 10 m/s2, was applied in the negative y direction 

and the density of the rock, ρr = 2700 kg/m3, the magma, ρm = 2600 kg/m3, a Young’s modulus of 

E = 6.144 x 1010 Pa and Poisson’s ratio, νE = 0.264, were specified. Elastic parameters were 

estimated from a crustal velocity structure modeled by Vera et al. [1990] at the East Pacific Rise 

(EPR). Lithostatic load, σL, increased downwards with depth below the surface, d, as ρrgEd.  

 We then propagated a fracture from the corner of the lens (location of highest tensile 

principal stress, Figure 4.5b) up to the seafloor.  Figure 4.6a shows our model’s propagation 

results, which are essentially identical to the propagation result found by Sim (Figure 4.6b). This 

replication along with the success of Ramondenc et al. [2008]’s model using FRANC2d to match 
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the location of a propagated dike to the location of observed earthquake hypocenters provides 

additional confidence in our application of FRANC2d to simulate dike emplacement fracturing 

processes.  

 

4.3.2 Stress induced permeability change 

Horizontal stress values, σx, were surveyed at 100 m depth intervals both before and after 

dike emplacement using the FRANC2d program. Figure 4.7 shows the horizontal stress field, σx, 

around the sill before dike growth and Figure 4.8 shows the completed dike propagation’s 

resulting σx stress field. The stress changes were then used with Equation (21) to determine the 

effects on permeability. In applying Equation (21), we considered a range of typical terrestrial 

crack aspect ratios from β = 10-2 to 10-4 [Rubin, 1995] to test model sensitivity.   

Results for permeability change, K*/K0, with depth are listed in Table 4.2. Values 

between 0 and 1 denote decreases in permeability while negative values indicate such a large 

decrease that resulting permeability is essentially 0.  Permeability decreased approximately one 

order of magnitude for β = 10-2 at all depths and for β = 10-3 when d = 100 m. For β = 10-3 and d 

= 200 - 700 m, permeabilities decreased from 2 to 5 orders of magnitude. For d > 700 m and β = 

10-3 and for all depths when β = 10-4, permeability was essentially zero.  Therefore, assuming a 

starting permeability of 10-13 m2, dike emplacement decreased surrounding crustal permeability 

(outside of the damage zone) to 10-14 to 10-18 m2 or lower.    

Alternatively, if a dike stalls at some depth below the surface, tensile stresses at the crack 

tip will occur and cause an increase in permeability. Germanovich et al. [2011] suggest that a 

noneruptive dike emplaced beneath a MOR, could cause an increase in permeability and enable 

elevated fluid vent temperatures, as observed at the East Pacific Rise 9°50’N. Considering this, 
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we performed a simulation that limited dike propagation at ~ 225 km from the surface (Figure 

4.9a) and then queried the surrounding σx stresses. We calculated the changes in permeability for 

the stress changes induced by shallow dike emplacement and calculate hydrothermal heat and 

water fluid flux values. Figure 4.9b shows σx results for the shallow dike model, and how the 

stress field is in tension from the crack tip to the surface (except for a small region directly over 

the crack that is in compression), extending laterally ~ 10 km to each side. Calculations suggest 

an increase in permeability of ~ 102 for this tensile region.  Therefore, the tensional stresses 

above an emplaced dike also agree well with increasing permeability and enabling elevated vent 

temperatures to reach the seafloor, as higher permeabilities focus flow and increase heat and 

water flow rates (discussed in following section).  Assuming a porosity of 1% for this ~20 km x 

225 m x 200 km increased permeability region above the dike, a volume of ~ 9 x 1011 m3 is 

available for high flow rates. The water within the damage zone will also flow quickly in the 

high permeability.  For a 10 m wide dike this is 10 m x 775 m x 200 km = 3.1 x 109 m3. 

According to Baker et al. [1995], observed event plume volumes ranged from ~ 1.3 to 4 x 1010 

m3 at the Juan de Fuca ridge.  Our system would therefore provide adequate water volume for an 

event plume.  Variations on raised permeability region volume would occur for longer/shorter 

dike segments and/or deeper/shallower dike tip depths.  

    

4.3.3 Water and heat out rates  

 For the water and heat flow calculations, we first determined the width of the boundary 

layer assuming a hot wall temperature of 600 °C that represents the dike and assessed the 

permeability within the boundary layer following calculations described previously in Sections 

4.2.3 and 4.2.4. Results are provided in Table 4.3. Dike widths considered follow typical crack 
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aspect ratios of 10-2 to 10-3, estimating a 1 – 10 m width range for a 1 km tall dike.  Since 

damage zones are expected to extend from the edge of a dike equal to the distance of about one 

dike width, the damage zone width for this shallow dike was assumed to be 1 - 10 m. Figure 4.10 

shows the boundary layer thicknesses for a range of permeabilities that would occur within a 

damage zone and shows the 1 m dike damage zone boundary. If flow occurred within the 

damage zone, permeabilities between 10-10 to 10-8 m2 applied. For flow in the boundary layer 

outside the damage zone, permeabilities determined by the compressive dike stresses (listed in 

Table 4.2) were applied. For the 1 m wide dike and K = 10-10 m2, part of the flow occurred 

outside the damage zone at permeabilities between 10-14 to 10-18 m2 depending on depth and 

crack aspect ratio.  The boundary layer outside of the damage zone would be much wider due to 

the lower permeability as δ scales as ~ K-1/2 (see Equations (27) & (28)) but flow would occur at 

a much slower rate (see Table 4.3). 

 For the model of a dike stalled beneath the surface, the permeability above the dike would 

change from the assumed K0 = 10-13 m2 to K*= 10-11 m2. Flow rates at this permeability are ~ 5 

km3/yr or 153 m3/s. Heat outputs for an initial crustal permeability of 10-13 m2 and those for 10-11 

m2 are given in Table 4.4.  With such a large tensile and higher permeability area outside the 

damage zone, the heated water from next to the dike will travel more easily and quickly to the 

sea floor.  Also, water from the tensile region can move more easily to circulate and add volume 

to the system.  These results for a tensile region above a stalled dike, support and expand the dike 

emplacement mechanism for enabling elevated vent temperatures as suggested by Germanovich 

et al. [2011] who looked only at damage zone permeability increases. 
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4.4  Martian Dike Emplacement 

 The fracture mechanics of dike growth on Mars will occur similarly to those on Earth.  

Diking events have been suggested as the driving mechanism for water flow to the surface for 

several flood features emanating from surface fissures including Athabasca Valles, Mangala 

Valles, Marte Valles, Grjo´ta´ Valles and Granicus Valles [Ernst et al., 2001; Mège et al., 2003; 

Wilson and Head, 2002; Burr et al., 2002a; Plescia, 2003; Mouginis-Mark et al., 1984]. These 

tectonic events change stresses and temperatures in the subsurface and can induce hydrothermal 

flow in adjacent water saturated crust.  The hydrothermal flow can reach the surface and help 

form morphology observed there.  Hanna and Phillips [2006] modeled the crustal stress increase 

expected on Mars for an approximately instantaneous dike emplacement and calculated the 

expected pressurization of an adjacent subsurface aquifer.  The pressurized water was suggested 

to then travel along the dike and faults to reach the surface and form flood features including 

Athabasca Valles.  We expect that the near infinite stresses that occurred in the Hanna and 

Phillips [2006] model were due to the nearly instantaneous insertion of the dike. They recognize 

that infinite stresses would not actually occur and take flow rate values after 103 s.  However, 

terrestrial dike growth rates occur between ~ 0.01 and 10 m/s [Spera, 1984; Spence and Turcotte, 

1985] and would therefore require at least 30 minutes to grow from a depth of 20 km to the 

surface and pressure the adjacent aquifer. Therefore, we expect a dike on Mars requires > 103 s 

(~16 min) for complete emplacement and would pressurize an adjacent aquifer gradually over 

time. Our models of dike emplacement and resulting stress and permeability changes consider 

growth rate of the dike and the effects of the stress and permeability changes on water flow rates 

and volumes.   

While the water inside a crack will act back against dike-induced forces, we assume that 
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pressure to be negligible compared to the higher applied stresses.  Therefore, we do not consider 

the effects of pressurization on driving the fluid to the surface as in Hanna and Phillips [2006], 

but instead consider that the dike will heat the adjacent water and cause hydrothermal circulation 

through the permeable crust we evaluated.  We do, though, perform a comparison of our stresses 

to those found by Hanna and Phillips [2006] in Section 4.5.3 below, to changes caused by dike 

emplacement. 

We begin by performing a set of models that propagate a dike upwards from a deep sill.  

We then make measurements of the changes in the crustal stress to estimate permeability change 

(Equation 21) outside of the damage zone, that then allows a greater understanding of how water 

in the adjacent saturated crust could flow to the surface and possibly form the morphology 

observed there.  Water flow rate and volume results are calculated as hydrothermal flow driven 

by the dike heat using boundary layer theory and are compared to estimates for formation of the 

valley system Athabasca Valles (see Section 4.5.2) and to rates driven by pore pressure increase 

calculated in Hanna and Phillips [2006] (see Section 4.5.3). 

  

4.4.1 Model Set-up 

In our study, we placed a 10 km wide x 1 km thick lens-shaped magmatic intrusion at 20 

km below the surface and propagated a dike to the surface using the finite element program 

FRANC2d.  Figure 4.11 shows the model set-up.  The lens was placed within a 70 km x 70 km 

grid representing the Martian crust. Boundary conditions included fixing the left and right grid 

boundaries in the x (horizontal) direction and the bottom boundary in the y (vertical) direction, 

while the top boundary remained free.  Martian gravity was applied in the negative y direction 

and the density of basalt (ρb = 3000 kg/m3) was specified.  Lithostatic load, σL, therefore, 
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increased downwards within the grid as ρbgmd, where gm is the gravitational acceleration on Mars 

= 3.71 m/s2 and d is the depth below the surface. Two Young’s modulus values, E = 1010 and 

1011 Pa, were implemented as well as a range of crack aspect ratios from β = 10-2 to 10-4 to test 

model sensitivity to these parameters.   

 Dike emplacement was initialized by pressurizing the magma lens to 1% over the 

lithostatic load at the depth, d = 20 km. Using FRANC2d, we then assessed where the greatest 

tensile stress existed along the lens boundary (see Figure 4.12), initiated a crack/dike there and 

propagated the hydrostatically pressurized dike to the surface.  

 

4.4.2 Permeability change results 

 To find the permeability change outside of the damage zone, stress values were obtained 

for each model before and after dike emplacement at 2 km depth intervals using the FRANC2d 

program. Figure 4.13 shows the horizontal stress, σx, field around the sill before dike growth for 

the base model with: E = 1010 Pa and νM = 0.25. Figures 4.14a and b show the completed dike 

propagation and resulting σx field, respectively, for the model with E = 1010 Pa and ρm= 2700 kg 

m-3. Figure 4.15 shows the σx field contour plot before dike growth for the model with E = 1011 

Pa. Figures 4.16a and b show the completed dike propagation and contour plot of σx, 

respectively, for the E = 1011 Pa model.  The dike reaches the surface in both of these models.  

Horizontal stress induced by the dike act to open (tensile stress) or close (compressive stress) 

vertical cracks in the crust.  Positive stress values shown are tensile and negative values are 

compressive.   

 Stress results show that the compressive lithostatic stress before dike propagation increases 

to higher compressive levels afterwards, alongside the dike. The increase in compressive stress 
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will decrease permeability as indicated by Equation (21). Table 4.5 lists permeability change 

values with depth calculated by applying Equation (21) and the measured σx values.  Crack 

aspect ratios applied for the two models of E = 1010 and 1011 Pa included β = 10-2, 10-3, and 10-4.  

Values between 0 and 1 indicate decreases in permeability and negative values suggest 

essentially no permeability remains in that region.  Smaller permeability changes occur for the 

model with E = 1011 Pa than for E = 1010 Pa as expected since the higher E indicates a stiffer 

matrix that is more resistive to acting forces. Also, in general we see that permeability change 

increases with increasing depth and with decreasing crack aspect ratio.   

 We note that at depths greater than ~ 11 km, the porosity of the crust on Mars is expected 

to be extremely low (< 0.01) nominally [Clifford, 1993; Binder and Lange, 1980], and may not 

allow water storage. Although, as Clifford [1993] states, the assumption by Binder and Lange 

[1980] of 1 kbar for the closure pressure is conservative considering that laboratory experiments 

show fractures and pore space can remain open at pressures of ~5–10 kbar [Gold et al., 1971; 

Todd et al., 1973; Siegfried et al., 1977]. Also for wet crust at great depths, the high 

temperatures and pressures are expected to enable open pore space to a depth ~ 1/3 greater than 

the estimated “dry crust” porous depth [Hubert and Rubey, 1959; Byerlee and Brace, 1968; 

Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980; Thompson and Connolly, 1992; Maxwell, 1964; Pettijohn, 1975].  

Furthermore, the dike intrusion fracturing process will cause damage zones along the dike 

margins [e.g. Germanovich et al., 2000] and will induce tensional stresses around the crack tip; 

both which will increase permeability.  A porous crust is therefore assumed plausible to the 

depth of 20 km as modeled in Hanna and Phillips [2006] however, from depths of 15 to 20 km, 

our model only considers porosity of significance to occur within the dike’s damage zone 

(approximately equal to the horizontal distance of about one dike’s width as indicated in 
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observations by Germanovich et al., 2000), which will restrict the volume of water available for 

discharge.  

 According to the permeability changes calculated, there is only a positive permeability 

change for the E = 1011 Pa model with β = 0.01 at all depths and for β = 0.001 at depths ≤ 4 km. 

For the E = 1010 Pa model the only positive permeability change occurs for β = 0.01 at depths ≤ 2 

km.  The permeability changes are all decreases in permeability by ~ 2 to 5 magnitudes.  

Therefore, these changes indicate significant compressive stress results from dike insertion.    

 Tensile stresses do occur at the dike crack tip during propagation, and would therefore 

increase permeability there. With this in mind, we stall a dike at ~ 2 km below the surface and 

reassess the two models’ stress fields (for E = 1010 or 1011 Pa). This set up also allows 

comparison with results from the minimum fissure width model in Hanna and Phillips [2006], 

which extends a dike to a few kilometers below the surface. Figure 4.17 shows stress results for 

the stalled dike model with E = 1010 Pa, and how the σx field is in tension from the crack tip to 

the surface, extending laterally ~12 km to the left and ~14 km to the right. Calculations show an 

increase in permeability by 27 times.  For the E = 1011 model the tensile stress field near the 

surface is about the same and also increases permeability ~ an order of magnitude. The area in 

tension is therefore ~ 26 km x 2 km deep x ~ 200 km long providing an available water volume ≈ 

1013 m3.  As discussed further in Section 4.5.2 below, this region provides more than adequate 

volume for floods to form the valley system Athabasca Valles.   

 

4.4.3 Water flow rates and volume discharge 

 For the nominal models of dike emplacement where the dike reaches the surface, only the 

E = 1011 Pa model with β = 10-2 and β = 10-3 at ≤ 4 km and the E = 1011 Pa model with β = 10-2 at 
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≤ 2 km model shows remaining permeability next to the dike.  Assuming an initial permeability 

for the crust of 10-12 m2, as applied by Hanna and Phillips [2006], and applying the stress 

changes determined in the previous section, permeability reduces to K* = 10-14 m2 after dike 

emplacement.  Adjacent to the dike, estimated at ~ the width of the dike, there will be a raised 

permeability within the damage zone caused by dike emplacement disruption.  The permeability 

could increase by three to five orders of magnitude as suggested by models of hydrothermal flow 

at a mid-ocean ridge during an event plume [Germanovich et al., 2000]. If we use this same 

increase in the margins of the dike on Mars we arrive at permeabilities between 10-9 to 10-7 m2 

within the damage zone.  Assuming also that the porosity is only significant above 15 km depth 

we perform boundary layer calculations for a 15 km tall dike.  Then, according to dike width to 

height aspect ratios of 10-2 to 10-3, dike half-widths range from, on the order of: 10 to 100 m.  

For K = 10-8 m2, the boundary layer thickness reaches a maximum of ~1.5 m and water flow 

would remain within the damage zone of 10 to 100 m for the entire dike height.   For the same 

parameters, but with K = 10-9 m2, δ at the surface reaches ~ 5 m.  Again, for this lower 

permeability and a 10 - 100 m half-width dike, the boundary layer remains within the damage 

zone for the whole dike height. The same will occur for the higher permeability of K = 10-7 m2. 

Heat flow and water flow rate results across δ for a hot wall temperature of 600 °C that 

represents the dike, and with permeabilities of K =10-9 to 10-7 m2 are given in Table 4.6.  For the 

model of a dike stalled ~ 2 km beneath the surface, the permeability above the dike would 

change from the assumed K0 = 10-12 m2 to K*= 10-11 m2.  This would enable the previously 

calculated volume (Section 4.4.2) of 1013 m3 to flow more readily to the surface. 
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4.5  Discussion 

4.5.1 Megaplume implications for terrestrial ocean ridge model 

Previous studies by Germanovich et al. [2000] and Germanovich et al. [2011] suggest 

that increases in permeability along dike margins would cause elevated fluid temperatures 

similar to those observed during event plumes at the East Pacific Rise 9° 50’N. Our model 

accounts for this damage zone increase in permeability and adds the consideration of 

permeability change caused by stresses induced by dike emplacement.  We assess the expected 

values for permeabilities inside the boundary layer and calculate heat and fluid outputs.  For a 

narrow dike of ~ 1 m wide, the damage zone is also then only ~ 1 m and permeabilities outside 

this region are decreased from dike emplacement stress.  The decrease in permeability outside 

the damage zone could act to focus flow and enable high flow rates close to the ridge axis.  

However, the decrease in permeability outside the damage zone may act to restrict the volume of 

water available for supplying the water flux to the seafloor.  Once the water has been removed 

from the damage zone region, additional water further from the dike would flow into the damage 

zone through the lowered permeability crust and may therefore cause a decrease in overall flow 

rates to the seafloor.  This indicates a limited high flow rate until the damage zone is emptied and 

then a slower rate after.  The decrease in flow rate does follow the observations of high heat flux 

over several days followed by a large decrease as described e.g. by Baker et al. [1995]. 

Germanovich et al. [2000] suggest that the rapid decrease of heat output after a plume event 

requires the closing of cracks in the damage zone through stresses or chemical precipitation.  

However, our study indicates that the lower permeability outside the damage zone may be a 

cause for the lowering of the heat output and fluid flow once the damage zone water is released.   
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Also, Lowell and Germanovich [1995] describe how the recharge zone must have a 

permeability of K ~ 10-14 to 10-12 m2 for cross sectional areas of 106 and 104 m2, respectively, to 

enable the fluid flow required for an event plume.  Our permeabilities after dike emplacement 

(~10-15 to 10-18 m2) would then require a recharge area of ≥ 107 m2. This size may not be feasible 

for an ocean ridge setting.   

The initial elevated heat outputs resulting for an increased permeability within the 

damage zone of between K = 10-10 to 10-8 m2 (Table 4.3) appear to occur at levels comparable to 

the heat out for event plumes.  For K=10-10 m2 the heat out for a 1 km tall dike is 2.9 x 106 J/m/s.  

Then, for a 20 km long dike that releases heat over a day, a heat out of ~ 5 x 1015 to 5 x 1016 J 

would occur for permeabilities of K=10-10 to 10-8 m2.  This falls within the observed range of 

heat outputs for event plumes.   

 

4.5.2 Mars dike model comparison to Athabasca Valles formation 

The source fissure for Athabasca Valles occurs in the Cerebus Fossae group.  

Morphological surveys estimate the feature to be about 1000 m wide and 200 km long, although 

the width was likely widened by erosion and mass wasting over time, with an initial fissure 

width of 200 to 500 m suggested by Hanna and Phillips  [2006]. Estimates of the fluid flow 

volume based on MOLA (Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter) topography to form Athabasca fall 

between 400 km3 to 1600 km3  [Hanna and Phillips, 2006]. Upper limit flow rate estimates based 

on the geomorphology of Athabasca Valles range from about 300 to 3 x 105 km3/yr [Burr et al., 

2002a, 2002b, 2004; Mitchell et al., 2005].  

Flow rates calculated for a 200 km long dike propagated from 20 km depth to the surface 

are given in Table 4.6.  The dike length was chosen to simulate the fissure length observed at the 
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source fissure for Athabasca Valles.  Rates for permeabilities of K = 10-8 and 10-7 m2 fall above 

300 km3/yr and could therefore provide flow to form the valley system.  Total volumes are 

estimated over the conductive lifetime (Equation (31)) of the dike-driven system.  A 10 m half-

width dike will conduct heat over ~ 3 years and a 100 m half-width dike has a lifetime of about 

300 years.  Over this time the dike will drive water to the surface from both sides.  Total volume 

amounts for each permeability and dike lifetime/width are shown in Table 4.7.  All systems 

tested meet the minimum volume estimated requirement of 400 km3 and systems with the wider 

dike and K ≥ 10-9 m2 as well as the narrower dike with K ≥ 10-8 m2 meet or exceed the upper 

1600 km3 requirement. A similar model by Craft and Lowell [2012] also calculated water flow 

rates for a dike driven hydrothermal system on Mars, except their analysis did not consider the 

higher permeabilities in the damage zone which enables quicker flow rates.  

One consideration for this model is that the calculations assume the water drawn into the 

system flows through a similar or higher permeability.  In actuality, as shown through the 

FRANC2d modeling, the permeability outside of the damage zone will be less than or equal to 

the initial permeability of K=10-12 m2 and may equal zero. The lower permeability could restrict 

flow into the hydrothermal boundary layer and increase the time required to reach the discharge 

volume needed, though the flow rate should not be affected.  The volume of water available in 

the higher permeability damage zone can be estimated considering the width of the damage zone 

~ the width of the dike. For a Martian dike ~ 15 km deep (where porosity is significant), ~ 200 

km long, and with a damage zone ~ 10 – 100 m wide, a volume of 30 to 300 km3 is available 

respectively.  Therefore, to form Athabasca Valles, flow from outside the damage zone region is 

required.  Since observations indicate that Athabasca Valles likely formed from multiple flood 

events, the damage zone could have had time to recharge between flood events and still enable 
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the formation of the valley system.   

 

4.5.3 Comparison of Mars dike model to Hanna and Phillips [2006] model  

Hanna and Phillips [2006] consider tectonic pressurization resulting from the 

emplacement of a dike into the crust on Mars.  First they calculate dike emplacement stresses 

and the resulting pore pressures that would occur in an adjacent water saturated aquifer. Results 

suggest that for a dike of minimum fissure width (dike stalls a shallow depth of a few kilometers) 

the discharge rates are comparable to those required to form the flood valley feature, Athabasca 

Valles.  Also, total volume output over the tectonic history of the fissure meets and exceeds the 

range of volume needed (400 to 1600 km3 [Hanna and Phillips, 2006]). 

To compare the dike-induced stresses from our model to those found by Hanna and 

Phillips [2006] we apply the stresses calculated in the region adjacent to the dike to the pore 

pressure equation in Hanna and Phillips [2006]: 

 

€ 

Δσpore = B⋅
Δσx + Δσy + Δσz

3
                                                 (32) 

 

where Δσpore is the change in pore fluid pressure, Δσi are the normal stress changes in the crust in 

the three principle directions, and B is the aquifer pressurization coefficient following Rice and 

Cleary [1976] expressed as: 

 

€ 

B =
βd − βr

βd − βr + φ⋅ βw − βr( )
                                                   (33) 
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where βd is the compressibility of the drained aquifer, βr is the compressibility of the pore-free 

rock mass, ϕ is the porosity, and βw is the water compressibility. Hanna and Phillips [2006] use 

B = .773 for the nominal model. We apply this value along with Δσx and Δσy for our 2D model 

and compare stress values. Table 4.8 lists the pore pressure stresses calculated along 2 km 

intervals with depth.  The average pore stresses calculated by our model gives compressive stress 

values ranging from ~ 50 to 67 MPa.  The stresses calculated by Hanna and Phillips [2006] are 

about the same at around 60 MPa ranging to slightly lower at about 20 MPa.  The locations of 

compressive and tensile stresses also match well between the models with tensile stresses at the 

dike tips and compressive stresses surrounding the dike. 

 These tectonic pressures could indeed drive fluid flow through the crust, however, flow 

from outside of the damage zone would occur at a reduced rate due to the decrease in 

permeability from the dike emplacement.  Therefore, the initial damage zone volume of water, 

approximated at 30 to 300 km3 (section 4.5.2) could flow at rates suggested by Hanna and 

Phillips [2006], but additional water would flow at lower rates.  

 

4.6  Conclusions 

The model presented here provides a more complete picture of the effects of dike 

emplacement on stress and permeability change as a process for driving water and heat to the 

surface in terrestrial and Martian environments. The finite element model allows the gradual 

propagation of the dike into the crust and calculation of induced permeabilities.  Previous studies 

applied permeability change within a dike damage zone to assess fluid and heat outputs at mid-

ocean ridges [Germanovich et al., 2000; Lowell and Germanovich, 1995; Germanovich et al., 

2011] and beneath dike induced fissures on Mars [Hanna and Phillips, 2006].   By considering 
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both damage zone increased permeability and dike induced decreases in permeability outside of 

the damage zone, our models determine where boundary layer will flow and assess if flow can 

occur at adequate rates and with sufficient volumes to produce the event plumes at terrestrial 

mid-ocean ridges and flooding events on Mars.  Results determine that heat out for a 200 km 

long dike releasing heat over a day provides ~ 5 x 1016 J which falls within the expected event 

plume range of 1014 – 1016 J. Our models also find that flow next to a dike on Mars would occur 

mainly through the damage zone at adequate flow rates for formation of Athabasca Valles.  Total 

volume required, however, requires recharging to occur between flood events.  Comparison of 

stresses from dike emplacement with those calculated by Hanna and Phillips finds fairly good 

agreement. 
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Table 4.1 Symbols a. Roman Characters: 

Symbol Definition Value Units
A Area containing cracks varies m2

A1 Individual crack area varies m2

a Half-length of crack varies m
B Aquifer pressurization coefficient 0.773 unitless
C Constant !2(1-!2) varies unitless
cf Specific heat of the water 4.18 kJ(kg°C)-1

d Depth below surface varies m
E Young's modulus 1010 to 1011 Pa
f Similarity variable for velocities Equation (25) unitless
g acceleration of gravity varies m s-2

gE acceleration of gravity on Earth 10 m s-2

gm acceleration of gravity on Mars 3.71 m s-2

H Dike height 1 or 15 km
h Distance above lens varies m
I Integral of (1-u2)3/2 over crack length varies unitless
K0 Initial permeability 10-12 or 10-13 m2

Kz Permeability in z direction Equation (2) m2

K* Permeability after dike emplacment Equation (21) m2

"K Change in permeability varies m2

l Crack length varies m
N number of cracks per unit area varies m-2

n number of cracks varies unitless
P Pressure varies Pa
Pd Dike pressure varies Pa
P0 Crack opening force Equation (1) Pa
P1 Pressure at base of dike varies Pa
"P Change in opening force 1.01*#L Pa

Q Heat flux across boundary layer Equation (29) J/km/yr

Effective water flow rate Equation (14) m s-1

Average water flow rate Equation (8) m s-1

q(x) Water flow rate normal to cracks Equation (4) m s-1

q(z) Water flow rate through cracks Equation (3) m s-1

Ra Rayleigh number Equation (27) unitless
S Average spacing between cracks varies m
T Temperature varies °C
TW Temperature of heated wall 600 °C
T$ Temperature at infinite distance from heated wall 4 °C
u Represents y/a dimension varies unitless
V volume containg fractures varies m3

v Vertical water velocity Equation (22) m/s
w Dike/crack width varies m
w0 Crack initial opening varies m
wmax Maximum crack width varies m
"w Change in crack width varies m
x horizontal direction/position varies unitless/m
y vertical direction/position varies unitless/m
z direction into page varies unitless  
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b. Greek variables 

Symbol Definition Value Units

! f
Thermal expansion coefficient of water for high 

temperature conditions 10-3 °C-1

b Crack aspect ratio 10-4 to 10-2 unitless
" Boundary layer thickness Equation (28) m
# Similarity variable for position Equation (26) unitless
#" Position value at edge of boundary layer 6.6 unitless
$ Similarity variable for temperature Equation (24) unitless
% Effective thermal diffusivity &/('(cf) m2 s-1

& Thermal conductivity of rock-fluid mixture 2.6 J(sm°C)-1

µ Dynamic viscosity of water 10-4 kg (m s)-1

) Poisson's ratio varies unitless
)E Poisson's ratio for crust below mid-ocean ridge 0.264 unitless
)M Poisson's ratio for crust on Mars 0.25 unitless
'b Density of basalt 3000 kg m-3

' f Density of the water Equation (5) kg m-3

'm Density of magma 2600 kg m-3

'r Density of rock 2700 kg m-3

'( Density of the fluid at infinite distance from dike wall 1000 kg m-3

*L Lithostatic load varies Pa
+*pore Change in pore fluid pressure Equation (32) Pa
*x Horizontal stress varies Pa
+*y Change in vertical stress varies Pa
, Conductive time scale Equation (31) yr
-Vol Volume flow rate per unit dike length Equation (30) m3(m yr)-1

. Stream function varies unitless
ϕ Porosity varies unitless  

 

Table 4.2 Permeability change, (K*/K0), outside of damage zone (see Equation (21)) and 
resulting permeability, K* given an initial permeability of K0 = 10-13 m2, for terrestrial dike 
emplacement beneath a mid-ocean ridge for a range of crack aspect ratios, β = 10-2 to 10-4. 

Depth (m) K*/K0

K*                        
for K0=10-13 m2 K*/K0

K*                        
for K0=10-13 m2 K*/K0

K*                        
for K0=10-13 m2

100 0.86 8.6E-14 1.27E-01 1.3E-14 -62.92 NA
200 0.81 8.1E-14 3.40E-02 3.4E-15 -191.16 NA
300 0.80 8.0E-14 1.90E-02 1.9E-15 -254.04 NA
400 0.78 7.8E-14 1.04E-02 1.0E-15 -316.96 NA
500 0.77 7.7E-14 3.75E-03 3.7E-16 -412.99 NA
600 0.75 7.5E-14 1.05E-03 1.0E-16 -509.10 NA
700 0.74 7.4E-14 5.43E-05 5.4E-18 -640.78 NA
800 0.72 7.2E-14 -1.71E-05 NA -793.40 NA
900 0.69 6.9E-14 -3.69E-03 NA -1172.73 NA

!=0.01 !=0.001 !=0.0001
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Table 4.3 Heat out and water flow rates over a range of damage zone permeabilities for a 
hydrothermal system driven by a 1 km deep, 1 – 10 m wide dike. Flow remained within damage 
zone for the 10 m wide dike.  Some flow occurred outside the damage zone for K = 10-10 m2 for 
the 1 m wide dike. The lower permeabilities outside of the damage zone greatly decreased flow 
rates as shown by the bounding range of permeabilities from K = 10-14 to 10-18 m2. 

K=1e-10 1E-09 1E-08 1E-14 1E-18
Heat flux 
(J/m/s) 2.92E+06 9.22E+06 2.92E+07 29.169 0.292

Mass flow 
rate (kg/m/s) 2.41 7.63 24.14 0.0241 2.414E-04
Vol flow rate 
for 200 km 
long dike 
(km3/yr) 15.23 48.15 152.26 0.15 1.52E-03

Damage zone permeabilities (m2)

Outside DZ - bounding 
permeabilities  (m2)

 
 
 
 
Table 4.4 Heat and water flow rates for a stalled dike 225 m below the seafloor, at a mid-ocean 
ridge. 

Before dike After

K=10-13 K=10-11

Heat flux 
(J/m/s) 92.24 922.39

Mass flow 
rate (kg/m/s) 0.076 0.763

Vol flow rate 
for 200 km 
long dike 
(km3/yr) 0.48 4.81  
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Table 4.5 Permeability change (K*/K0) (see Equation (21)) and resulting permeability, K* given 
an initial permeability K0 = 10-12, for Martian dike emplacement, outside of damage zone 

E=1010 Pa
Depth (m) !=0.01 !=0.001 !=0.0001

2000 3.52E-03 -4.18E+02 -5.88E+05
4000 -4.11E-04 -9.25E+02 -1.21E+06
6000 -2.79E-02 -1.74E+03 -2.16E+06
8000 -1.49E-01 -2.92E+03 -3.51E+06

10000 -4.57E-01 -4.66E+03 -5.45E+06
12000 -1.05E+00 -7.03E+03 -8.07E+06
14000 -2.01E+00 -1.01E+04 -1.14E+07
16000 -3.59E+00 -1.44E+04 -1.60E+07
18000 -5.77E+00 -1.95E+04 -2.16E+07

E=1011 Pa
Depth (m) !=0.01 !=0.001 !=0.0001

4000 0.74 1.94E-05 -6.66E+02
6000 0.68 -0.01 -1.39E+03
8000 0.62 -0.11 -2.58E+03

10000 0.57 -0.38 -4.28E+03
12000 0.52 -0.88 -6.42E+03
14000 0.47 -1.93 -9.86E+03
16000 0.42 -3.37 -1.38E+04
18000 0.37 -5.95 -2.00E+04  

 
Table 4.6 Heat flow and water flow rate results across δ for a hot wall temperature of 600 °C 
that represents the dike, and with permeabilities of K =10-9 to 10-7 m2 

K=1E-09 m2 1E-08 1E-07

Heat flux 
(KJ/m/s) 2.176E+04 6.881E+04 2.176E+05

Mass flow 
rate (kg/m/s) 18.01 56.95 180.09

Vol flow rate 
for 200 km 
long dike 
(km3/yr) 113.59 359.20 1135.84  

 
 

Table 4.7 Volume output over dike lifetime for range of elevated permeabilities on Mars 

dike half 
width (m) lifetime (yrs) K=10-9m2 K=10-8m2 K=10-7m2

10 3 682 2155 6815
100 300 68152 215517 681503  
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Table 4.8 Average pore pressures calculated from change in stress field after dike emplacement 
along 2 km intervals with depth on Mars 

depth !"x !"y !"pore
2000 -4.52E+07 -1.28E+08 -6.68E+07
4000 -5.73E+07 -7.85E+07 -5.25E+07
6000 -6.95E+07 -5.92E+07 -4.97E+07
8000 -8.16E+07 -4.88E+07 -5.04E+07
10000 -9.44E+07 -3.90E+07 -5.16E+07
12000 -1.08E+08 -3.00E+07 -5.31E+07
14000 -1.21E+08 -1.90E+07 -5.40E+07
16000 -1.35E+08 -1.15E+07 -5.66E+07
18000 -1.49E+08 -1.00E+07 -6.15E+07
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Figure 4.1 MOLA topographic image showing flood feature Athabasca Valles emanating from 
lower fissure of Cerebus Foassae at SE edge of the Elysium rise region. 
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Figure 4.2 a. Fractured crust with flow perpendicular to cracks, q, crack width, h, and crack 
spacing, S. b. Showing sparsely situated vertical cracks as modeled for estimating permeability 
Kz (Equation 1) in area, A, with spacing, L, individual crack area, A1, and length, l = 2a  
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Figure 4.3 Model of emplaced dike heating the adjacent, water-saturated porous crust. Induced 
water circulation shown by blue arrows. Temperature, T, and velocity, u & v, profiles (orange 
and purple, respectively) within the boundary layer, δ, are depicted [Craft and Lowell, 2012].  
 

!
 

Figure 4.4 Similarity solution for f ′(η) as a function of η.  The solution indicates the shape of the 
temperature and vertical velocity profiles within the boundary layer, where distance from the 
dike wall increases as η increases [Craft and Lowell, 2012]. 
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Figure 4.5 a. Terrestrial model set-up b. Principle stress, σ1, contours showing location of 

greatest tensile principle stresses at corners of magmatic lens. 

 

a. 

b. 
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Figure 4.6 Showing comparison of mid-ocean ridge terrestrial dike propagation by: a. this study 
b. Sim [2004] 
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Figure 4.7 Stress field of horizontal stresses, σx, around pressurized magmatic lens before dike 
propagation for the terrestrial MOR model where E = 6.144 x 1010 Pa. 
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Figure 4.8 σx stress field induced by emplaced dike, where dark blue is tensile and the other 
colors show degree of compression.  See Figure 4.6 for depiction of completed dike propagation. 

tension 

Crack tip 
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Figure 4.9  Model of shallow dike propagation, that stalls ~ 225 m from the surface for the 
terrestrial mid-ocean ridge case. a. Dike propagation path b. σx stress values. Note how tensile 
stress occurs above the crack tip to the surface and extends laterally ~10 km to each side.  A 
permeability increase of ~ 102 is calculated within the tensile regions. 

 
 
 

a. 

b. 
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Figure 4.10 Boundary layer thicknesses next to a 1 km tall, 1 - 10 m wide dike beneath the mid-
ocean ridge for the range of permeabilities between 10-10 to 10-8 m2. For a 1 m wide dike, water 
flow within the boundary layer occurs at damage zone permeability values when δ ≤ 1 m and at 
the lower, dike induced permeabilities for δ > 1 m. For a wider dike of 10 m, all flow will occur 
within its damage zone at the higher permeabilities. 
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Figure 4.11 Martian dike emplacement model set-up 

 
 

 
Figure 4.12 Principal stress, σ1, stress field for a pressurized (Pint = 1.01 
*σL) magmatic lens in Martian crust showing highest tensile stresses at 
corners where crack is most likely to initiate. 
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Figure 4.13 Stress field of horizontal stresses, σx, around pressurized magmatic lens before dike 
propagation for the base Mars model where E = 1010 Pa. 
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Figure 4.14 a. Dike propagation for model with E = 1010 Pa. b. showing σx stress field induced 
by emplaced dike with dark blue showing areas in tension and other colors showing degrees of 
compression. 
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Figure 4.15 Stress field of horizontal stresses, σx, around pressurized magmatic lens before dike 
propagation for the Mars model where E = 1011 Pa. 
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Figure 4.16 a. Dike propagation for model with E = 1011 Pa. b. σx stress field induced by 
emplaced dike, where dark blue shows area in tension and other colors show degree of 
compression. 
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Figure 4.17 Model of a dike propagation that stalls ~ 2 km from the surface for the E = 1010 Pa 
case. Note how σx stress field is in tension from the crack tip to the surface, and extends laterally 
~12 km left and ~14 km right.  An increase in permeability is expected within the regions in 
tension. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
 

5.1  Summary 
In summary, this thesis investigated hydrothermal and fracturing processes on three 

planetary bodies, Earth, Mars and Europa.  Hydrothermal boundary layer model results found 

that the water volumes produced by a dike-driven hydrothermal system were adequate to form 

Athabasca Valles, yet the flow rates were low.  We suggest that episodic flood releases could 

enable the higher flow rates if water was first collected in aquifers, possibly stored beneath ice.  

On Europa, sill emplacement through fracturing processes appears possible with promising 

results for stress direction change that can turn fracture propagation more horizontal.  However, 

the sill lifetime is less than the time a study by Dombard et al. [2013] calculated to be necessary 

for the formation of flexure fractures along margins of double ridges.  The last study investigated 

dike induced permeability changes on Earth and Mars and related the changes to water and heat 

flow rates and water volumes.  Comparisons were made to event plume heat and elevated fluid 

temperatures observed at mid-ocean ridges.  Heat values determined by the models agreed well 

with the range of heat out expected.  For the Martian model, water flow rates and volumes were 

compared to formation requirements for the valley system Athabasca Valles.  Results found that 

flow rates would be adequate in the high permeability damage zone adjacent to the dike.  

However, the lowered permeability outside the damage zone would restrict replenishment flow 

and could cause the need for water storage and periodic release between flood events as the 

volume within the damage zone is not adequate for the valley formation.  
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5.2  Future Work:  
Concerning sill emplacement on Europa, future work will explore the effect of crack 

spacing on fracture propagation and will study mechanical layering and lateral stress gradients in 

greater detail in an effort to enable wider sill emplacement.  I also plan to investigate 

replenishment mechanisms for the sill in an effort to in crease its lifetime.  Brine migration may 

play a role in helping to drive circulation.  The Martian and terrestrial systems would benefit 

from an analysis that could look at the evolution of the heat, salinity, and fluid flow over time 

and also be able to consider permeability.  The program FISHES [Lewis, 2009a, b] is a finite 

control volume code that can analyze complex systems such as this and also determine two-

phase flow. 
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